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To the Jefferson County Community:
Many of us are an accident or stroke away from losing the quality of life that comes in this
country from being able to drive a car. The number of people in Jefferson County, either
because of age, socio-economic status or disabilities, who cannot drive is significant and
growing. These people wish to have the same quality of life as others without mobility
restrictions, but need assistance. Mobility resources are great, but the demand for mobility
services in Jefferson County alone is greater and quickly growing. The result, observed
widely, is a gap in transportation services.
The Local Coordinating Council (LCC) for Human Services Transportation Serving
Jefferson County formed several years ago to promote the expansion of transportation
services in Jefferson County. The LCC just completed an intensive survey of
transportation providers and users throughout the County, and this report documents the
results and provides a tailored analysis of the findings. The findings measure the gap
between transportation services supplied and the even larger demand that exists within
the County.
This Gaps Analysis report: 1) Reviews the current status of mobility services in Jefferson
County and demonstrates as a community that we are not doing all that is necessary to
meet demands of those seeking to get around; 2) Is a Call to Action – baby boomers are
quickly becoming older adults, and it is imperative that we as a community start working
to meet current and future demands for transportation services, 3) Serves as a roadmap
of where Jefferson County needs to go to close the identified transportation gaps; and 4)
Should prompt some questions and trigger discussion regarding how transportation fits in,
and what’s next in Jefferson County.
The task is ours as a community to overcome the burgeoning problem of transportation
gaps facing underserved populations. It is up to us to be clever and forward-thinking in
our action plan to address these challenges.
Should you have questions about this report, or if you are interested in learning more about
the Local Coordinating Council for Human Services Transportation Serving Jefferson
County, please contact Susan Franklin, Jefferson County Aging Well Project Manager at
sfrankli@co.jefferson.co.us.
Sincerely,
The Local Coordinating Council for Human Services Transportation Serving Jefferson
County A Project of Aging Well
To access electronic copies of the Phase II Gaps Analysis Executive Summary and the full
Phase II Gaps Analysis report, please visit
http://jeffco.us/human-services/aging-well-project/resources/.
.
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Executive Summary
In 2015 the LCC conducted research with the objective to quantifiably determine the
existence of service gaps in transportation for Jefferson County’s older adults,
persons with disabilities and low-income populations and to make recommendations
for addressing the anticipated demand growth as the population ages.
The Research
The LCC developed a survey to establish a clear image, like a Venn diagram, of the
overlap between the characteristics of transportation services currently offered, and
existing need. The survey targeted:
•
•
•
•
•

Those who provide transportation;
Those who serve populations requiring transportation, including human
service agencies and residential facilities;
Those who work most directly with the target populations (e.g., case
managers);
Members of the target populations about their needs; and
Individuals needing transportation who may not be affiliated with any social
service agencies.

The research investigated:
•
•
•

The incidence of both geographic and service gaps;
The possibility of a demand gap that exists in spite of a supply overage (e.g.,
idle vehicles); and
The range and extent of any identified unmet services needs.

Questions were designed to gather information from those who provide
transportation to create a profile of the characteristics of current service provision
and capacities (hours of service, number of vehicles, drivers, etc.) and from all
populations included in the study about both perceived and actual need.
The Results
The response rate to the survey was a remarkable 52% (typical rates are 10-15%).
This statistic alone is a valuable indicator as respondents are often motivated to
participate in surveys on topics of particular relevance and impact. If there was any
doubt about the intensity of feeling surrounding the issue of unmet transportation
needs, the results confirm what were previously only suspicions as an overwhelming
91% of respondents (both agencies and providers) indicated that their clients have
unmet human services transportation needs. This statistic carries increased impact
when viewed in conjunction with the identification of the primary areas of need: 76%
of respondents require transportation for medical appointments and 55% for trips to
agencies/social services providers and, equally importantly, 47% of personal-trip
services which are pivotal for community connection, wellness and an enhanced
quality of life. Transportation for the most basic and essential services is unmet.
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The research explored the factors in why gaps in service exist and concluded that:
•

•

The gaps aren’t the result of inefficiencies on the part of the paratransit
providers, but rather are due to limitations in operational capacity. Providers
expressed a willingness to expand services but are limited by access to
necessary funding, or are restricted by silo funding that limits the most
efficient use of resources. At current funding levels, providers are unable to
increase capacity to match current demand, much less to prepare for the
growing ‘silver tsunami’. In a nutshell, ridership needs are not being met
because of capacity issues, and capacity is a function of funding.
RTD service cuts and rate hikes in Jeffco are profoundly detrimental to lowincome populations.

The survey results provide solid statistical evidence, and powerfully persuasive
validation of what providers and those who work with the target populations have
long observed: transportation needs among the elderly, people with disabilities and
low-income individuals:
•
•

Are unaffordable (public transit fares will be increasing in January 2016); and
Far outstrip the current capacity of accessible community-based providers.

The Conclusion
The research has effectively and conclusively achieved its objective to explore the
simple hypothesis of whether or not the mobility needs of vulnerable populations in
Jefferson County are currently being met. Time and again, the results provide strong
empirical evidence of extensive gaps and vast unmet need. This gap widens with
stagnant available funding.
In simplest economics, demand far outstrips supply.
The report uses the data to develop strategies and propose solutions for addressing
the gaps in service. Identifying and implementing solutions is by no means the sole
responsibility of the LCC, but rather a task for the community at large. It is essential
that everyone, especially community leaders and elected officials, continue to:
•
•
•

•

Hold a strong, clear view of human services transportation as a basic need –
something that the community pays for in the same way it pays for utilities.
Evaluate how best to grow as a community and to provide for the transit
needs of our vulnerable populations.
Recognize that the mobility needs of a large portion of our community are not
being met - that there are those in our community who are entirely dependent
upon transportation alternatives for all of their mobility needs, for everything
from medical appointments to personal and quality of life trips.
Understand that the issue will not go away, will not be easily resolved, and
will continue to grow at an unprecedented rate.

These results will inform and assist community discussions for exploring strategies
toward the development of a viable mobility plan to close gaps and address as many
needs as possible for as many people as possible.
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Background
The Local Coordinating Council (LCC) for Human Services Transportation Serving
Jefferson County is a coalition of individuals and agencies that promotes accessible,
affordable and responsive transportation options for seniors, people with disabilities
and low income individuals.
As with many communities in the metro Denver region, transportation and mobility
are significant issues in Jefferson County across all population segments. A lack of
options disproportionately affects vulnerable populations. For example, it’s not
uncommon for low income
families and individuals in The average annual cost of owning and
Jefferson County to spend as operating a car is $8,121 for fuel,
new
tires,
insurance,
much money per month on maintenance,
depreciation, and financing. This makes it
transportation as on housing. one of the costliest items in a household’s
And yet, transportation is vital income,
especially
for
low
income
for access to jobs, health care, populations.
social interaction and healthy (calculated at $2.94/gal and 15,000 miles/yr, per AAA).
living. A lack of dependable transportation can result in profound human and
economic costs to self-sufficiency. Access to transportation means mobility. Mobility
opens doors. It allows a person to be independent and it offers a way to access life's
essentials and connect with community.
In 2012, the Local Coordinating Council embarked on an analysis of the geographic
and service gaps in human services transportation within Jefferson County.
Foundational research was established in the Phase I study which explored basic
service provision in Jefferson County and identified:
• Who was providing human services transportation in Jefferson County,
• The characteristics of the service they provide, and
• What additional services will be needed as the population ages.
Having established a baseline of information in Phase I, the LCC recognized the
importance of extending its efforts at more clearly identifying the gaps and at
developing strategies for a mobility plan that will address the needs of vulnerable
populations.
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Phase II Analysis
Many members of the Jefferson County Local Coordinating Council (LCC) for
Human Services Transportation Serving Jefferson County work closely with the
elderly, low-income populations and people with disabilities, and thus bring a solid
recognition and understanding of the issues of transportation as a critical component
of self-sufficiency. 1
In 2015, the LCC continued its research into the identification of transportation
needs for these populations and the development of strategies for resolving
transportation gaps in the community.
The intent of the Phase II analysis is to quantifiably support or refute the perceived
existence of unmet transportation needs of the target population in Jefferson County
through:
•
•

A review of the current transportation provision (specialized, paratransit, and
agency-provided transportation) 2
Identification of which services agencies and clients consider as most critical
to meeting their needs

Through the project’s three-phase data collection process, the LCC elected to
survey and interview transportation providers, agencies with clients who need
transportation services, and the target populations – older adults, people with
disabilities, veterans, English- 2011 marked the year the first of the
language learners, and low- baby boom generation reached what used
income populations. The goal to be known as retirement age. And for
of these efforts is to establish the next 18 years, boomers will be
an inventory of innovative turning 65 at a rate of about 8,000 a day.
www.albany.edu
strategies
and
recommendations that can support community transportation providers and human
service agencies to anticipate and address the ever-increasing transportation needs.
The results of the research will be used to inform and assist the LCC in initiating a
community discussion and for exploring strategies toward the development of a
viable mobility plan to close gaps and address as many needs as possible for as
many people as possible.

1

Please bear in mind that the target populations are not three distinct demographic profiles. For example, an
older, low income adult may well also have a disability that requires the use of a walker or a wheelchair.
2
Medicaid service is non-emergency medical transportation (NEMT). Total Transit serves as the Medicaid
provider in Jefferson County. In spite of numerous attempts via email and phone calls to elicit participation in
the survey, Total Transit is notably missing as a respondent.
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Survey Process
The Phase II research addressed the simple hypothesis of whether or not a sizable
number of older adults, people with disabilities and low income populations in
Jefferson County are unable to receive the mobility service they require.
The research aimed to:
•
•
•
•
•

Target those who provide transportation;
Target those who serve populations requiring transportation, including agencies,
and residential facilities;
Include feedback from individuals who work most directly with the target
populations (i.e. case managers);
Conduct interviews, as possible, with members of the target populations about
their needs; and
Attempt to capture responses from individuals who are not affiliated with any
social service agencies.

With guidance and input from the Research Subcommittee of the LCC, the
Research Coordinator developed a comprehensive survey, the elected method of
data collection, to assess current transportation provision and to identify the needs
seen by agencies who serve target population clients. Some questions were similar
to those in the Phase I survey, which focused only on service provision. Many new
questions focused on needs. The intent was that by addressing both providers and
agencies, the final results would provide a clear image, like a Venn diagram, of the
overlap between services offered and actual need.
In particular, the questions were developed to investigate:
•
•

•

The incidence of both geographic and service gaps;
The possibility of a demand gap that exists in spite of a supply overage (i.e.
vehicles that sit idle, such as school buses that are not in use much of the day or
vehicles at residential and assisted living facilities that are only used for
occasional outings); and
Whether services needs are currently being met and, if not, explore the range
and extent of unmet need.

To facilitate the survey, an extensive list of local human service agencies,
transportation providers, residential facilities, and hospitals and medical facilities
agencies was created. The person responsible for - or most likely to know about the transportation of clients and residents was identified, often through direct phone
contact, and an email list was developed. The direct-contact strategy was an
intentional approach to making preliminary contact so that, once the survey was
distributed, those recipients who might have no contact or affiliation with the LCC,
would be aware of the project and thus less likely to dismiss or delete the survey
email outright and hopefully, because of the direct contact, be more inclined to
complete it.
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Survey Results
The survey was distributed to organizations and agencies who work with low-income
populations, seniors, and people with disabilities, including:
•

•
•

Transportation providers (including those who participated in Phase I) 3,
including non-profits, public transit, for-profit private organizations, schools,
taxi cab providers and faith-based organizations;
Agencies who serve clients who need transportation, some of whom might
also provide limited transportation services; and
Residential facilities (assisted living, affordable and subsidized housing,
treatment homes, and residences for people with disabilities).

The general composition of providers is consistent with those of Phase I, with RTD
assuming the role of primary public transit providers, several for-profit agencies, and
non-profits such as Seniors’ Resource Center and Lakewood Rides, which are
generally recognized as the most cost effective alternatives for the target
populations.
Both the agency and the residential living contacts lists are comprised of a
foundational list of human service agencies serving the target population. A list of
the organizations and agencies to which the survey was sent can be found in
Appendix A.

Rate of Survey Completion

ALL CONTACTS
Providers, Human
Service Agencies,
and Residential
Facilities

Total # of
Organizations to
which the survey
was sent

Total # of Surveys
Completed
(includes partials)

% Completed

145

76

52%*

*Though the overall percentage of completion is noteworthy by any calculation, this
percentage is based on all responses received, which takes into account that, in some
cases, the survey was forwarded to additional respondents within an agency, particularly to
case managers.

Complete survey results can be found in Appendix B.

3

It is significant to note that several of the providers from Phase I are no longer in operation.
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The survey results show that the majority of respondents – amongst both providers
and agencies – are non-profit organizations.

Value

Count Percent

Non-profit organization

18

36.7%

Private, for-profit organization

12

24.5%

Residential facility (i.e. independent living, assisted living, subsidized
and/or affordable housing)

11

22.5%

Specialized transportation (i.e. door to door, bariatric)

10

20.4%

Other: advocacy org, housing authority, long term/skilled nursing
facility

9

18.4%

Medicaid transportation (i.e. NEMT, HCBS)

6

12.2%

Human services agency

5

10.2%

Public transit provider

4

8.2%

School

3

6.1%

Volunteer Driver program

3

6.1%

Social services provider

3

6.1%

Faith-based organization

2

4.1%

Taxi cab provider

1

2.0%

The majority of respondents primarily provide service to older adults, low income
individuals and people with disabilities. This mix of populations presents
providers with the dilemma of how to run services as efficiently as possible when
they are often prevented from co-mingling trips (i.e. passengers from different
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categories) because of the restrictions on co-mingling fund types (i.e. the funding
pots are required to provide separate and distinct services).

Value

Count Percent

Adults 60+

25

54.4%

Low Income individuals

22

47.8%

Individuals with mental health issues

21

45.7%

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)-eligible individuals

20

43.5%

Families

18

39.1%

General public

16

34.8%

Non-ADA eligible individuals with disabilities

16

34.8%

Veterans

15

32.6%

Youth

15

32.6%

Children

14

30.4%

Other: advocacy for individuals with
intellectual/developmental disabilities / all people with DD /
anyone who qualifies / cancer patients / elderly with
Alzheimer’s or dementia / Lakewood Residents 60+ and all
PWD / Medicaid / vets / rural only

14

30.4%

Individuals who are homeless

12

26.1%

Only participants in our program or living facility (i.e.
residents/clients only)

8

17.4%

The intent of the research was to support or refute the perceived existence of unmet
transportation needs. The importance of capturing views and experiences from
transportation providers, non-providers and agencies with clients who need
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transportation were deemed foundational to ensuring that the research captured a
comprehensive representation of experiences.
Amongst all survey respondents, just slightly over 60% of respondents do not provide
transportation.

Value

Count Percent

Provides transportation services (either as your only service or maybe as
one of many services that your agency provides to clients).

19

39.6%

Does not provide transportation but has clients who need access to
transportation.

29

60.4%

Profile of Respondents
American Cancer Society
Archdiocesan Housing
Aspen Complete Health Care
Aspen Ridge/Jeffco
Atria Applewood
Broomfield Senior Services
Careful Wheels Transportation
Carmel Oaks Retirement Community
Choice Living Services
Clear Creek Commons
Clements Community Center
Colorado Community Health Alliance
(RCCO 6)
Colorado Housing Assistance Corporation
Colorado Mobility
Community Advantage
Concordia on the Lake
Phase II Gaps Analysis
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Covenant Village of Colorado
DDRC
Dungarvin Colorado
Family Tree
Fountainhead Care Homes
Golden Orchard, Inc.
Jeffco Schools
Jefferson Center
Jefferson Center for Mental Health –
Navigation Clinician
Jefferson County Dept. of Human Services
Jefferson County Head Start
Jefferson County Housing Authority
Jefferson County Housing Authority Lewis Court and Canyon Gate
Jefferson County Housing AuthorityCaesar Square Apts.
Jefferson County Housing Authority-Green
Ridge Meadows Apts
Jefferson County Human Services
Kids Wheels LLC
Lakewood Rides
Love INC Littleton
Marcella Manor Apartments
Metro Community Provider Network
Metro Taxi
Metro West Housing Solutions
Metro West Housing Solutions/ Creekside
Senior Apartment Campus
Mountain Vista Retirement Community
Mountains Taxi
Nightingale Lane
RTD - Regional Transportation District
Seniors Resource Center
Seniors' Resource Center - Evergreen
Spectrum
Stepping Stone Support Center
The Action Center
The American Legion
The Arc-Jefferson, Clear Creek & Gilpin
Counties
The Retreat at Church Ranch Assisted
Living
We Care Medical Transportation, LLC
WestLake Care Community
Western Hills Health Care Center
Wheels On Wheels Paratransit LLC
Total Number of Respondents

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
1

x
X

13

X

2

X

X
X
X
X

4

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
74

Origination and destinations of all responding providers are shown below. Coverage
for the county is extensive, though gaps exist in rural and mountain areas. As the
survey results will support, these gaps are a function of capacity – of the inability of
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providers to meet all needs of all populations, resulting in strategic decision-making
to maximize current service by focusing on those regions with a higher populationneed density.
Agency Name

American
Cancer Society

Origination

Destination

2800 Youngfield
Street

Broomfield
Senior Services

Medical trips: Highway 7 (north),
80th (south), Washington (east),
McCaslin (west). Personal and
Nutrition trips: within Broomfield
county limits

Concordia on
the Lake

Other

Other

Comments

Mainly Denver metro area.
Adams, Douglas, Jefferson,
Denver, aurora

Atria Applewood

Careful Wheels
Transportation

Exceptions/
Waivers

Denver Metro

All trips start at
the community

Covenant
Village of
Colorado

92nd &
Wadsworth at
Covenant
Village of
Colorado

DDRC

Jefferson,
Gilpin, Clear
Creek and
Summit
Counties

Phase II Gaps Analysis

10 mile radius

Denver metro

within 50
miles of
Denver

Mostly metro
Denver

Most
van/bus
trips take
place within
the Denver
metro area.
Occasional
trips to
Pueblo, Ft.
Collins, and
the
mountains.
Twice
monthly
trips to
Blackhawk
are also
scheduled.

All residents
must sign a
waiver
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We do
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wherever
our
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need to go.
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Jefferson
County Head
Start

We service all of Jefferson
County except the City of
Lakewood

Kids Wheels
LLC

We transport in Jefferson
County, but cannot go West of C470 per the Public Utilities
Commission

Lakewood
Rides

City of
Lakewood

Love INC
Littleton

East to S
University
Blvd, South to
W. Quincy
Ave, West to
Golden
proper, North
to 49th Ave.

Denver Metro

Mountains Taxi

Jeffco west of
Kipling Ave as
an eastern
border

Regional
Transportation
District

Access-a-Ride services are
offered within a 3/4 mile radius of
local non-commuter fixed routes
in the following counties: Denver,
Adams, Arapahoe, Jefferson,
Broomfield, Boulder, Douglas.

Seniors'
Resource
Center

City of
Lakewood

Urban Jeffco
and Adams

Phase II Gaps Analysis

All trips
must
originate or
terminate
with our
area
boundaries

Anywhere in
the state.

Throughout
the metro
area

Adams
County
south to
6th Ave.

rural
covers
Evergreen
and mtn
communities and
into metro
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cover
foothills
east to
Tower Rd
160th south
to C-470
Rural
includes
Clear
Creek and
some Park
or Gilpin
originations
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Seniors
Resource
Center/Evergrn

Seniors
Resource
Center/Evergrn

Stepping Stone
Support Center

From clients'
homes or
Stepping Stone

Wheels On
Wheels
Paratransit LLC

Jefferson
County
Rural area
west of C470 to the
Park
County line
Clear
Creek
County
To Stepping
Stone or
clients' homes

25 mile radius
of 8720 W 2nd
Ave

Mileage
can be
accommod
ated with
advance
approval

Now that we’ve profiled the respondents, we can look more closely at what is
transpiring between those who provide transportation and those who need
transportation.
Amongst those respondents who identified as providing transportation:
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Value

Count

Percent

Varies at the agency's discretion, based on schedule load, number of drivers
available, etc.

7

36.8%

Within twenty-four hours

4

21.1%

Two to seven days out

3

15.8%

1

5.3%

Only more than a week ahead

0

0.0%

We only offer fixed route service

0

0.0%

Other (per appointment / 4 business days / next day for medical follow up /
scheduled service only)

4

21.1%

Within an hour

Only 21% of providers can accommodate a ride request within 24 hours, a statistic
that begs the question of how clients manage in situations where they need to
access a doctor for an illness of sudden onset, or how they are able to schedule
transportation for medical appointments that must sometimes be scheduled as
much as a month in advance - and yet, according to this data, few providers allow
for ride scheduling so far in advance.
For Seniors’ Resource Center, the inability to accommodate a ride request on short
notice is very simply due to a lack of funding. Long before the 24 hour reservations
window, the schedule is full. Every possible ride has been accommodated and
reservations and dispatch are forced to turn away additional requests.
Almost 37% of provider respondents said that their ability to accommodate a ride
varies. The predominance of this response indicates that a provider’s ability to
accommodate a ride is a function of capacity.
The concept of capacity is more complex than simply filling each seat as efficiently
as possible. For example, during rush hour, RTD fixed routes can run a full bus,
requiring that passengers waiting at bus stops must wait for the next bus. This
defines RTD’s capacity.
Paratransit on-demand services such as SRC and Lakewood Rides, on the other
hand, may experience limitations imposed by a finite number of vehicles, drivers,
and a combination of geographic proximity and scheduling availability. For
example, because of the nature of a demand response system, the origination and
destination location of requests for any given time often dictate the ability to
accommodate more than one ride or to combine 4.

4

Service capacity can be reached across all vehicles in a paratransit provider’s fleet if, for example, service is
fully booked at 2pm. Any subsequent requests can only be accommodated if the point of origination and/or
destination is within very close proximity of the earlier, already scheduled request.
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A homeless client contacted our agency for
transportation referrals. He was being offered
subsidized housing but needed help to get to an
appointment with his housing coordinator. If he
couldn’t make the appointment, he couldn’t
complete the process, and would thus miss the
opportunity to get off the streets.
--Survey Respondent

The following question, asked only of transportation providers, goes hand in hand
with this discussion and reinforces the providers’ inability to accommodate all the
ride requests they receive.

Value Count

Percent

Yes

14

82.4%

No

3

17.7%

If capacity issues were previously only suspected as being the cause, the reasons
cited as to why clients are unable to receive a ride provide additional and compelling
evidence of capacity as a prominent barrier to service provision.
Count

Reasons Why Clients Are Unable to Schedule a Ride

9

Schedule full / Bus at capacity / Transport agency booked / Booked time
slots / Route full

3

Clients want to go out of the service area boundaries / Distance

2

Time / Time of ride

1

Funding
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Count

Reasons Why Clients Are Unable to Schedule a Ride

1

no available driver

1

no volunteer available

1

Outside transport doesn’t show up for appt.

1

Length of ride

1

Location

1

Personal trip; too many medical and nutritional trips to accommodate

If clients are calling within a reasonable and appropriate timeframe but are unable to
schedule the necessary ride, certain additional questions need to be addressed:
 What is occurring in the industry for this to be happening?
o Are subscription rides 5 filling the schedule early so that fewer spots
are available for demand response trips6?
 What prevents a provider from increasing its capacity?
 Are there providers or agencies that have excess capacity (i.e. does anyone
have vehicles that are sitting idle)?
o If so, how might agencies collaborate to optimize the use of idle
vehicles?
In this situation, capacity may be defined as also meaning capital or resources. For
example, some agencies provide limited transportation exclusively to their clients.
They may also broker out some of their regular, ongoing transportation needs. Since
their primary function is not as a transportation provider and since transportation
provision and its many related expenses is financially onerous, it is not unusual for
them to have vehicles that sit idle.
When both providers and agencies were asked a similar, though differently-worded
question, the results, in combination with the previous questions, provide
overwhelming confirmation of unmet needs.

5

A subscription ride is defined as an ongoing regular trip that can be scheduled for regular, ongoing service,
without the need to schedule each trip individually. Though generally understood to be for medical services
such as chemotherapy or dialysis, it is vital for the reader to understand that many clients are truly dependent
on services for all trip types, meaning that subscription reservations can often be for every type of basic and
quality of life need. Commonly, subscriptions trips include pre-scheduled grocery and congregate meal trips.
6
Demand response is service that focuses primarily on occasional, irregular trips such as medical check-ups
and appointments.
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Value

Count

Percent

Yes

40

90.9%

No

4

9.1%

The impact of these statistics is hammered home when the target populations’
primary areas of need – the most basic and essential services - are identified.
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Value

Count Percent

Medical appointments (doctor, dentist, health/wellness)

29

76.3%

Trips to agencies / social service providers

21

55.3%

Personal and quality of life trips

18

47.4%

Getting to/from work

17

44.7%

Travel to surrounding communities

16

42.1%

Weekend activities

15

39.5%

Grocery shopping

14

36.8%

Attending training or education classes

14

36.8%

Getting kids to childcare, school or school activities

13

34.2%

Adult day programs

11

29.0%

Senior meal sites

9

23.7%

Other: (getting to meetings, visiting family, geographically underserved areas
such as Conifer and Ralston Valley)

4

10.5%

Does not apply to my agency

2

5.3%

Getting to/from work between 8:00-10:00PM

0

0.0%

Getting to/from work after 10:00PM

0

0.0%

While medical and social service rides are certainly among the more critical, lifesustaining needs, people who are entirely dependent on public and paratransit
services would prefer service to be available for all trips - including those that the
person would like to take. Many riders might prefer to have the option of rides to a
hair appointment twice a month rather than to the doctor once a year. People who
feel good about themselves and are engaged with family, friends and community
tend to stay healthier in the long run, lending strong credence to the value of
providing service that accommodates all trip types. After all, the most important ride
for anyone is the ride they want to take, regardless of the purpose.

Several tenants at our affordable housing
complex said they were receiving $10 in
food stamps (per month) but, since it
costs that much in bus fare to travel to and
from Human Services to recertify every
four months, it’s just not worth it.
Survey Respondent
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The issue of capacity and the inability to keep pace with demand becomes more
evident in the following two questions.

Almost 63% of respondents
have experienced an increase
in the demand for their services
in the past five years alone,
often as much as 50%.

Value

Count

Percent

Our agency has had no increase or
there's been a decrease in demand.

9

20.9%

1-25%

18

41.9%

This final piece of data puts a
26-50%
9
20.9%
face to the invisible crisis,
providing clear validation for
51-75%
4
9.3%
what many in the mobility and
76-100%
1
2.3%
human
services
industry
anecdotally have known to be
More than 100%
2
4.7%
true: gaps in service are real and growing at exponential rates. The growth is largely a result of the aging
population and that many people are still recovering from the most recent fiscal
recession.
The most-cited reasons that respondents identified as the cause of the increased
requests for service were:
• An increase in numbers of the target population (71.4%), whether as a
function of the growing age of residents; and
• An increased need (51.4%) amongst the population served.
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This provides, yet again, additional compelling evidence in support of the notion that
the powerful engine of demand is growing. The trend is predicted to only grow in
magnitude as the full force of the silver tsunami impacts mobility services.
Additionally, the significance of service changes, or of sub-par service or low
customer satisfaction – by RTD or any provider – mustn’t be overlooked. Changes
in service by one provider have a direct and dramatic impact by shifting demand
onto the shoulders of other providers that, in light of systems that are already being
taxed, often cannot be met.
For example, with the advent of the W-line, certain bus routes were eliminated. The
loss of the bus route created a disparity for those who do not live close to the W-line
or who relied on the bus route to connect with other bus lines. Additionally, the
higher light rail fares are often prohibitive to low income individuals.
RTD service changes also directly impact Access-a-Ride service. When a bus route
is eliminated, Access-a-Ride service for that region follows suit, meaning that an
individual with a qualifying disability for Access-a-Ride qualification suddenly no
longer has transportation services.
Many of these riders, especially the Access-a-Ride passengers, must then turn to
providers such as Seniors’ Resource Center and Lakewood Rides for all of their
transportation needs. But, as we have already seen, these providers are already
operating at full capacity and, try as they may, often cannot accommodate this new
demand.
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Digging Deeper: Beyond the Survey
At face value, these results alone provide strong empirical evidence of a vast unmet
need. Providers are working to meet as much of the need as possible, but are
simply unable to match capacity to the rapid pace of growth.
For the inquisitive mind, the survey results seemed almost to raise more questions
than they answer. Fortunately, there were many additional valuable resources to
explore and to mine for nuggets of data and insight.
In an effort to answer additional questions and to solidify the evidence in this already
compelling case, the LCC Research Subcommittee decided to explore these issues
in more depth.
The follow-up research involved an additional two-pronged approach:
 Conduct a brief 10-question follow-up survey of providers who responded to
the survey.
7
 Invite case managers to complete the survey.
 Survey transit customers and agency clients.
The purpose of this follow-up research was to gain a greater understanding of the
outcome of the dilemma faced by providers who have limited fiscal ability to expand
their capacity while human service agencies are struggling to accommodate an
increase in clients requiring transportation services.
10-Question Follow Up Survey
A brief 10-question follow-up survey, the results of which is available in Appendix C,
was sent to responding transportation providers to explore issues from the original
survey in more detail.
 Nine transportation providers responded to the follow-up survey.
 More than 83% anticipate expanding service in the next three years.
 Only 40% expressed a willingness or ability to expand service to customers
beyond their current clientele.
 The opportunity for any meaningful legislative change was viewed very
skeptically.
 With a 60% share of all responses, too little and uncertain funding, and rapidly
growing demand were cited as the primary reasons for an inability to meet
increased capacity needs.
 80% of respondents would be interested in collaborating in areas of driver
training, vehicle maintenance and contracted services.

7

Jefferson Center for Mental Health reacted so enthusiastically to the opportunity to voice their experiences
and frustrations with accommodating client transportation needs that they offered to send the survey to all
500 of their navigation clinicians!
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Case Managers and Navigation Clinicians
The case managers, clinicians and navigators with whom we spoke expressed a
strong concern for the need for additional mobility resources available to clients with
whom they work.
• They felt ill-prepared to discuss transportation options with their clients.
• The paucity of transportation
resources,
including
route
Lack
of
reliable
public
information, schedules and maps, transportation, its cost, and the
makes it difficult to properly counsel way in which limited ride
clients.
schedules
can
extend
the
• Affordability is a big issue.
workday – and consequently
o According to one case manager, increase the cost of childcare - is
transportation takes a “huge the third most significant barrier
chunk” of the money clients earn. to self-sufficiency for low-income
o Alternative
modes (walking, women in Colorado in accessing
biking), or car and ride-sharing job skills training, education,
are the primary methods for childcare and work.
many clients because they simply
“Surviving to Thriving” Report
Michelle Webster
can’t afford anything else.
January 2015
• Some programs such as the Case
Colorado Center on Law and Policy
Management
Program
(CMP)
provide unlimited access to the bus for clients who meet their goals but, out
of the hundreds of clients they serve, only 40 people are in the CMP.
• Access to certain locations is very limited. Clients often work in industrial
areas that don’t have bus service. Raphael told the story of one client who
has to walk about an hour from the closest bus stop to the warehouse where
he works – and that’s after several bus transfers just to get there. Raphael is
currently working to obtain a bicycle for the
The annual cost of licensed
final leg of this extensive commute.
child care is higher than the
• Some clients have a car but often have to
average annual in-state
supplement transportation with RTD when
tuition and fees at a public
they don’t have money for gas or when the Colorado college or university.
car isn’t running (which is frequently, given -Colorado Center on Law & Policy
the age and condition of the cars that
clients can afford).
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Client Surveys
One-on-one interviews were conducted with clients of The Action Center and
residents at Belmar Groves, a residential facility operated by MetroWest:
The Action Center
Clients were asked to voluntarily respond to a brief interview (results in Appendix D).
More than sixty individuals of both genders and all ages agreed to participate. The
results gave a clear profile of transportation for this population:
 Respondents overwhelmingly have a transportation need on almost a daily
basis.
 More than 74% use the bus as their primary means of transportation.
 When asked what one thing they would change about transportation in
Jefferson County and why, more than 46% of respondents immediately
mentioned affordability. No other response even came close in number of
hits.
o This bears repeating: respondents repeatedly mentioned that the price
of RTD service is prohibitive.
When you combine the fact that a disproportionate number of low income
respondents rely on RTD and yet they find the service unaffordable, this points to
the fact that RTD is central to any and all discussions on transportation in Jefferson
County. Because RTD is an integral part of the transportation portrait and because
many of their decisions ripple across all providers in Jefferson County, their
participation in conversations and willingness to collaborate in any meaningful efforts
at finding solutions is imperative.
At a very minimum, RTD should be encouraged to develop an income-based fare
structure that provides easy access to discounted fares for qualifying individuals.
Count
20

Response
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus fare is too expensive / price / cost
Can get everywhere on bus, light rail but can't always afford it
Everyone homeless needs a free bus pass - it's very difficult to manage
Free rides for people who can't afford it
Free shuttle service esp. for the disabled and seniors
More bus tickets / funds for assistance
Need more free passes
Cheaper and/or subsidized monthly bus passes
More bus passes for people
More free passes or assistance
Light rail too expensive / zones are expensive
More tokens

3

Bus could run later at night for jobs - late shifts get off and have to wait for hours.
// run later at night so people who get off work can get home // Bus - more
frequent times, especially on weekends. Sunday's stink

4

Bus stops need shelters, esp. in winter. // More bus shelters, rusted seat can't use
it. It can be so cold standing out there. // More shelters, benches, trash cans at the
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stops. // clean sidewalks so people can get to the bus stop
1

Golden Call-n-Ride afternoon driver, female, drives "like a bat out of hell"

2

Later hours for RTD // 15 min. schedule instead of 30 min - esp. because of
weather. // More frequent service for bus lines

1

I'm not a mom, but the stroller policy needs to change - drivers want moms to
collapse strollers, but moms have their hands full, have a baby bag, maybe
groceries and then have to carry a kid and a stroller?!

1

Computer system needs to be more accurate, needs a receptionist – Call-n-Ride
drivers answer the phone while they're driving.

 Provided that they have money for the bus, respondents feel that they can
almost always get where they need to go and can usually get there on time.
They were quick to clarify that:
o It often requires leaving long before the time they needed to arrive,
o It often requires several transfers,
o It often requires walking up to half an hour to get to their actual
destination
o Evening and weekend hours are very limited
o The ability to arrive on time is very contingent upon weather
conditions.
 About half (52.4%) receive free or reduced cost bus passes:
o Most received bus passes from The Action Center
o Several had passes through college
o A few had disability discount cards
o Church and prison minister were also mentioned as resources
o Amongst those who didn’t receive any support, they often mentioned
that they would “find” and use discarded transfers.
 Though 75% of respondents felt they knew about transportation options in
Jefferson County, only two people had ever heard of or used any of the
following:
o Lakewood Rides
o Seniors’ Resource Center
o Access-a-Ride
o RTD Senior Ride
o RTD Call-n-Ride
o RTD Access-a-Cab
 Frustrations:
o Reliability of RTD – one respondent had to get to a human services
agency appointment but the bus was exceptionally late. As a result of
something over which he had little control, his food stamps application
was sanctioned.
o Call-n-Ride – as was also reported in Phase I, of those few
respondents who have heard of this service, very few understand how
it works. One respondent expressed frustration with the Call-n-Ride
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phone answering system that only allows callers to leave a message.
No one ever responds to the calls.
o Access-a-Ride – the two hour pick-up window makes the service
unreliable
o Buses are often late, especially in bad weather
MetroWest’s Belmar Groves
MetroWest invited the researchers to interview clients who were waiting in line at the
bi-monthly Food Bank. This was also an opportunity to tap into the silent market of
people who are not affiliated with any social services agency though, when asked,
most participants claimed to being involved with some type of human service
program:
 34 total respondents – a few of My staff and I have given rides in our
whom are residents of Belmar personal cars and on our own time to help
clients get to medical appointments,
Groves, though most are not.
 Cross section of demographics hospital procedures, grocery stores, the
though largely comprised of bank, and even to catch the bus.
--Survey Respondent
young mothers, many of whom
had carpooled together.
o There were very few men, especially single men (i.e. some men were
accompanying an elderly parent.)
 Far more respondents at Belmar Groves responded that they used a personal
vehicle for transportation than did at The Action Center.
• Peer to peer ride-sharing is occurring organically among seniors and low
income populations.
• Belmar Groves’ staff cites examples of clients who spend their income tax
refund or their disability back pay checks on cars that generally turn out to
be unreliable and costly to maintain.
 Most respondents didn’t participate in any programs that offered free or
reduced passes. Among those few who did, sources varied:
#9 – Participation in programs
Leasing office has passes
Housing program
Stephania wants to learn more about other programs i.e. help with paying energy
bills. She’s spending a lot on her bills overall but could afford transportation better
if her bills were lower.
Gets a 50% disability discount (buys it at King Soopers?)
As a person with a disability, Kristina gets a pass discounted to $39.90

 Everyone was very aware of exactly how much they spend on transportation.
Those who use the bus most frequently know the exact cost of different
routes and the exact amount they spend each month.
 As was the case at The Action Center, almost no one had ever heard of the
transportation providers we mentioned.
o They were more likely to have heard of Access-a-Ride
o Even those who were age-qualified had never heard of SRC but were
very curious about how it operated.
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 The cost of service was again the number one thing mentioned when asked
about changes they’d like to make to transportation in Jefferson County.
7

* Price / Rides for seniors should be free. / Fares should be by age bracket.
* RTD hours – start earlier a.m. / run later p.m.
* “Dead spot” areas that you can’t get to using public transportation: “My daughter
goes to Red Rocks and has to get from there to her job at Corporate Circle. There’s
no bus, light rail or anything that will get her there so I have to drive her every day.”
* More routes
* Make buses more efficient – they’re often late
* Too much time spent waiting at the bus stop
* Maria would change the two-hour window requirement with both cabs and Accessa-Ride.
* Lonnie finds Access-a-Ride is often late
* Arturo would like to have more education about what the various options are.
*You can’t take a grocery cart on the bus. If you want to take it with you, you have to
take out – and carry – the groceries and fold up the cart.
*Reinstate the full route for the #17
* More buses on certain streets. For example, there’s no bus on Jewel.

Additionally, Belmar Groves offers residents three monthly bus passes per year at a
50% reduction. The resident can elect which months to use it. Individual passes are
available free for emergencies.
Stepping Stone – Adults with Disabilities and The ARC - Jefferson, Clear Creek
& Gilpin Counties
A survey, amended to address the needs of people with disabilities, was distributed
by Stepping Stone to colleagues and participant-families and by The ARC to over
100 names on their mailing list. Results can be viewed in Appendix E.
• More than 97% of responses were made on behalf of an individual with a
cognitive disability who has very regular transportation needs (47.9% daily;
47.9% at least 3-5 times/week). Because Transport is the most important
of the nature of their disability, they are local concern to nearly half of
unable to drive themselves or to travel disabled people (48%) but only a
unaccompanied on RTD so all needs, fifth
(21%)
believe
those
which are primarily for work, day responsible for transport planning
programs or medical appointments, must and development give the right
amount of attention to disabled
be met through special provision.
• Overwhelmingly
(2.5
times),
their people.
-- Report of the Disabled Person’s
transportation needs are met by a friend
Transport Advisory Committee
or family member.
• 82% of respondents have used Access-a-Ride, though comments indicate a high
level of dissatisfaction with both the Access-a-Ride and Call-n-Ride services,
including that the cost of service prohibits regular use of it. According to one
parent, it “kind of defeats the purpose of me working...especially given how little I
make”.
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•

•

Another comment indicates that the issue of transportation is “less of a cost issue
than an availability problem” and that “often the Call N Ride doesn’t even show
up so the students are unable to go to work”.
When asked what they would change about transportation, most comments
revolved around the reliability and safety of Access-a-Ride.
• Given the volume – and at times, the vociferous nature – of comments to
every question asked, this is a population that feels under-served, unheard,
and frustrated with the limited service available to them.

A 2014 CDOT statewide survey found that the two issues of highest
importance to metro Denver respondents are to:
 Develop accessible and understandable transportation information
and referral services, and to
 Provide lower fares for seniors and disabled riders.
Colorado Department of Transportation
2014 Statewide Survey of the
Travel Behavior and Transportation Needs
of Older Adults and Adults with Disabilities

Collectively, the survey results and the additional research compiled in the course of
the Phase II project provide solid, statistical evidence, and powerful and persuasive
validation of what providers and those who work with the target populations have
long observed: transportation needs among the elderly, people with disabilities and
low income individuals are unreliable, unaffordable, and far outstrip the current
capacity of providers.
Providers are working to address as many of the needs as possible, but fiscal
constraints prevent them from increasing service to fill the gaps. The dilemma is
further compounded by the rapidity of current and anticipated growth of need.
How then do we as a community address the situation?
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Strategies and Next Steps
If we accept the quite compelling evidence of the existence of gaps, as provided
through the results of the survey and follow-up techniques, solutions must then
focus on why the gaps exist, primarily:
Low-income households often
• Capacity - providers don’t have enough
vehicles or drivers to match the high demand.
spend as much as one third of
This is largely a function of inadequate funds
their income on transportation.
to allow for expansion.
• Affordability of current options, most especially of fixed route service.
• Lack of knowledge amongst agencies and their clients of the current service
options available to them.
The following strategies and recommendations are offered not as a toolkit but rather
as a palette of possibilities that can be crafted to address the growing gaps. Many
of these ideas can serve as conversational catapults for launching discussions in the
community on best approaches, and for articulating the development of innovative
solutions.

Funding and Affordability
Not surprisingly, the crux of the dilemma is financing. If additional funds become
available, 83.3% of the 10-question follow-up survey respondents anticipate
expanding transportation services in the next three years to address the increased
need. This will likely include:
o Fleet expansion (purchasing more vehicles)
o Hiring more drivers,
o Increased service hours, service type and geographic destinations.
Currently, the primary transit providers are maximizing their available resources and
operating as efficiently as possible. Given the fiscal constraints on current
operations, appreciable increases in service days or hours, and thus increases in
capacity, are unlikely. The ability to serve the increasing mobility needs will require
creative solutions, especially as the population ages and until people’s incomes are
able to keep pace with inflation and the increasing cost of living.
Until these limitations can be resolved, efforts at maintaining affordability are critical.
Continued participation in Mile High Connects efforts to work with RTD on affordable
fares is an integral part of the LCC’s mission. It is vital that stakeholders attend
RTD’s public hearings and speak to the need for a fare structure that supports metro
communities’ at-risk populations.
The majority of survey respondents primarily provide service to older adults, low
income individuals and people with disabilities. These providers are often restricted
in their ability to collaborate and thus maximize capacity and to run services at
maximum efficiency due to silo funding, a situation in which funds must to be kept
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separate. Federal agency funds often flow down to the state and local levels
encumbered with each program’s specific rules and regulations. This silo funding
constrains the ability of the programs to work together, even if the agencies serve
the same people or those with similar or even identical transportation needs.
In a nutshell, the funding pots are designated for separate and distinct services. This
restriction prevents trip co-mingling - meaning that, for example, a provider cannot
transport an older person and a person with disabilities in the same vehicle at the
same time.
Given that the primary providers are operating at capacity and given that funding will
likely continue to be restricted in the scope of its use and limited in quantity for any
meaningful expansion of current services, the LCC and the community at large
would do well to consider innovative solutions to financing service, increasing
efficiencies, and expanding capacity. Possible elements for incorporation into the
LCC’s goals might include:

Education and Marketing
For Agencies and Clients
The survey results highlighted the need for increased marketing and education of
available mobility options to human service agencies, their case managers, and
clients.
Based on the one-on-one interviews, clients at The Action Center and Belmar Grove
largely have no knowledge of specialized programs such as Lakewood Rides,
Seniors’ Resource Center, Access-a-Ride, Call-n-Ride and often simply cannot
afford the options currently available to them.
Given that the majority of respondents expressed interest in learning more about
transportation options in Jefferson County, the LCC could provide resources to
partner in educating agencies on how to:
 Inform their clients of transportation options available.
o create a simple print-on-demand brochure for distribution to case
managers (view a simple mock-up in Appendix F) 8
 Incorporate transportation and mobility in annual budgeting and planning
decisions.

8

The template for print-on-demand transportation is not a final product and should not be viewed as such. It
is based on an effort by the Boulder County LCC. With permission, it has been broadly adapted to Jefferson
County but requires additional editing (i.e., Lakewood Rides should be incorporated).
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o The survey results show that fewer than 36% of responding agencies take
transportation costs into account when planning, programming and
budgeting:
Value

Count

Percent

Yes

15

35.7%

No

27

64.3%

 Encourage agencies to explore grant applications that provide transportation
funding for their clients.
Exempla applied for and
o These services can be contracted to
received funding from the
existing providers for economies of
Lutheran Foundation for an
innovative program that
scale and efficiencies of service. Head
provides return
Start is a perfect example of the use of
transportation from the
current services to meet the needs of a
clinic for the elderly. They
particular population.
have partnered with
 Encourage partner agencies to
Seniors’ Resource Center.
approach grant research creatively,
looking for opportunities to include transportation for their clients and
residents. (i.e., access to nutrition in getting to senior meal sites, etc.)
These ideas can be implemented through:
 A webinar, regular newsletter-style updates or workshops.
o The survey results indicated
Value
Count Percent
an especially strong interest in
Information session
14
43.8%
a webinar format:
Webinar
19
59.4%
 A Train the Trainer program that
works with case managers and
Other
6
18.8%
others who work directly with
clients to instruct them on transportation options.
 Encouraging DRMAC to include information about services and discounted
fares for low-income individuals as part of the Getting There Guide.
These suggestions are made with a modicum of reservation as, in light of the fact
that current service gaps are so extensive, education efforts pose a potential
dilemma, in that informing more people about existing services may only prove
frustrating to those who try to take advantage of the services for which they qualify
but are unable to schedule a needed ride. Until capacity is expanded, education to
agencies should be approached judiciously. Education to other community sectors,
on the other hand, is strongly encouraged.
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Community Leaders and Partners
 Include elected officials, agency administrators, and community leaders as
active participants of and supporters for coordinated transportation services
planning.
o Develop a message that can be used to target elected officials, agency
administrators and community leaders to raise awareness of the
growing need for mobility services. These survey results can serve as
the necessary data critical to garnering their sustained support
especially for innovative ideas around coordinated transportation
solutions. It is important to communicate the long term needs of
transportation and how to integrate all of that across different
departments.
o Since the state legislature set the policy to which RTD must subscribe
in areas such as the required amount of fare box recovery and the
percentage of privatization, it is critical that members of the legislature
be educated and continually reminded of the repercussions of these
policies on RTD’s ability and willingness to meet the needs of transitdisadvantaged populations who are those most directly impacted by
the legislative policies.
 Facilitate conversations that encourage cooperation amongst city and county
departments including planners, transportation, housing, sustainability, job
training,
health
care, advocates eGo CarShare’s transportation toolkit provides subsidized
for disabilities and bus passes, car sharing, pooled bike program, and education
at affordable housing sites.
aging well, and
more.
 Propose collaborative grant applications and service models.
 Explore the incorporation of innovative service models such as eGo
CarShare, into housing, transportation and other planning models.

Coordination
Through the current model, transportation providers, county governments and public
officials, non-profit and human service agencies, and private businesses deliver
services to transportation disadvantaged individuals and the general public.
Transportation coordination is the process by which these groups work together to
develop and improve services especially for transportation-disadvantaged
individuals by ensuring the coordination of transportation resources that are funded
by different programs.
The single most important and impactful approach to addressing gaps is to focus on
expanding coordination. With every increase in coordination, cooperation,
communication, and the sharing of resources, the economies of scale and
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collaborative efficiencies maximize service – which means providing more rides to
more people.
The LCC is well positioned to act as a catalyst for envisioning, developing and
promoting a sustainable, coordinated system that provides mobility and access to
transportation for all. Given the expansive geographic and demographic
configuration of Jefferson County, coordination requires a multi-faceted approach,
including inter-agency and both intra-county and inter- or cross-county efforts:
Inter-Agency and Intra-County Coordination
 Further engage municipalities and city and county departments to incorporate
transit into all aspects of planning.
o Encourage the use of DRCOG’s Assessment Tool and the Boomer Bond
Resource Directory, which is an online searchable database of best
practices including policies, strategies and tools that local governments
can choose to implement to support independent aging. The Boomer
Bond Assessment Tool and Resource Directory are companion elements
that allow communities to assess current circumstances and existing
resources; understand community strengths and deficiencies; identify
short-and long-term priorities; and
Margaret and Evelyn have been best
confidently implement strategies that
friends since childhood.
Now in
contribute to healthy successful aging.
their 80’s, they’ve retired to
 Arvada has recently undertaken an separate elder-care communities.
intra-departmental
collaboration Since both can no longer drive, they
which includes planning, public can no longer meet for their weekly
works, parks and recreation, and visits - something they’ve done for
others to specifically address the almost 75 years.
mobility needs of older adults. They
are using DRCOG’s Boomer Bond Recently, they bumped into one
Assessment Tool to inform their another at the hair salon and
realized that they both had
process.
 Lakewood and Wheat Ridge were transportation service that would
both participants in the initial bring them there. Since then, they
development of the Assessment schedule weekly appointments for
the same day and time – and they’ve
Tool:
o Wheat Ridge’s assessment work been meeting there regularly ever
informed the development of an since - whether they need a haircut
aging needs assessment and or not.
plan that was presented to Council. The assessment has guided
their ongoing efforts to meet the needs of their senior population.
o Lakewood, who already had a direct role in providing service to
seniors, incorporated the Assessment results into existing efforts
o They initiated a partnership with Centura Health and the
Consortium for Older Adult Wellness to launch the Healthy
Lakewood project.
 Encourage housing authorities and partners to implement transportation
integration into the development of each new residence. For example,
population density is a primary factor in the determination of bus route
service.
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City, County and Elected Officials
 Educate officials on the demographics and growing trends in transportation
(i.e. silver tsunami).
 Educate decision-makers and the community at large about the importance of
independent living and aging in place, supported with data of the role that
universal design plays in cost effectiveness.
 Encourage community officials to provide leadership on policy initiatives that
support coordination efforts.
 Engage officials in a view of a transportation system that encourages
sustainability and quality of life for all residents in the community
o Promote the concept of universal design – the notion that what’s good for
our struggling populations and the agencies that serve them is good for
the entire community
o Encourage the idea that transportation is a basic need and we should pay
for it like a public utility.
The Many Faces of Collaboration
Coordination at any level requires communication, trust, flexibility, and the
willingness to focus on client needs. Collaboration amongst transit providers can be
especially effective in addressing issues of service duplication, under-utilized assets,
and inefficient service delivery.
I love the idea of UBER or LYFT where
Minimizing service duplication can lead to a
people can get rides quickly - a great
reduction in overall capital outlay. The
resource for this population…I have
funds can then be reallocated to cover
some ideas and would love to
operational costs or to increase service
collaborate
to see if this would be a
levels, or for additional capital acquisition.
feasible option.
--Survey Respondent
Coordinated provision of service amongst
providers can include:
 Vehicle sharing
o The joint purchasing and/or leasing of equipment and facilities;
o Shared maintenance facilities;
o Shared drivers and/or driver training;
o Using a single or coordinated scheduling, dispatch or fare mechanism
As described earlier, some agencies provide limited transportation exclusively to
their clients. They may also broker out some of their regular, ongoing transportation
needs. If they were able to accommodate all the ride requests of their clients, this
would free capacity of the providers to whom they subcontract some of their
services. But, understandably, since their primary function is not as a transportation
provider, and since transportation provision and its many related expenses are
financially onerous, they ultimately have vehicles that sit idle. They might engage in
efforts at collaboration in any one or a combination of ways, including:
• Allow their vehicles to be used by current providers to accommodate more
rides in the community at large. This could be approached from the
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•

perspective of “giving back” to the community that supports them. By allowing
the use of their vehicles, they are effectively giving back rides and muchneeded capacity.
Reduce the fleet they currently maintain and instead broker/contract out to
actual transportation providers, a solution which may have the ancillary benefit
of allowing the provider to expand and ultimately increase the overall number of
rides provided to the overall community.
 The establishment of a brokerage system that coordinates various providers
to offer service to customers while still remaining operationally and
organizationally sound for providers.
o The broker would :
 operate a “one-stop” for resources such as (1) an informational
website with schedules and the ability to make reservations, and
(2) a centralized call center and dispatch system,
 The call center would identify the transportation provider most
appropriate to the client’s needs, and
 Schedule the trip, dispatch the services, bill the appropriate funding
source, and track the utilization and data associated with the trips.
o Dispatchers would have an array of alternatives to best meet the
needs of callers.
 Technology would be used to enhance overall dispatch services, including
communication with drivers and passengers, scheduling and mapping routes,
locating vehicles, and other critical aspects.
 The array of services would integrate provider alternatives such as public
transit agencies, taxi and other private paratransit operators, school
transportation operators, nonprofit faith and community based organizations,
and human service non-profit agencies.
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The 10-Question Follow-Up survey asked respondents about their willingness to
engage in inter-agency collaboration of resources and coordination of services:
Value

Percent

Count

Driver training

80.0%

4

Centralize vehicle maintenance

80.0%

4

Contract transportation service to other agencies

80.0%

4

Purchase vehicles cooperatively

60.0%

3

Centralize fueling stations

40.0%

2

Joint pooling or sharing vehicles among agencies

20.0%

1

Centralized local call center / dispatch that works on
scheduling trips that will be distributed to whichever
provider is available to accommodate a ride.

20.0%

1

Share drivers across agencies

20.0%

1

Total

5

Given that 80% of respondents expressed interest in collaborating in areas of
driver training, vehicle maintenance and contracted services, this might be an
avenue worthy of more extensive development and study.
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Cross-County and Regional Coordination
Though coordination at any level is encouraged, the survey results demonstrate that
the need in Jefferson County is so vast that solutions must be equally bold and
ambitious. To that end, the LCC is encouraged to give serious consideration to
undertaking coordinated cross-county regional human services transportation – the
creation of a single regional transit provider.
Several communities across the country that have already tackled the issue can
serve as resources as Jefferson County formulates a model:
Case Study: Georgia Cross-County and Regional Coordination
Strong similarities exist between Jefferson County and other Denver metro-area counties,
and the 10-County Georgia program developed by Barbara Hurst and her team:
The Overview:
In 2006, Barbara Hurst undertook the daunting task of organizing ten counties into a
regionally coordinated service provider because, in addition to the fact that they could only
provide service within their home county, individual counties had recognized that they were
no longer able to keep up with the increased cost of providing transportation.
Started in 2009, the Georgia program, called Coastal Regional Coaches – a wholly demandresponse system requiring only a 24-hour notification for scheduling a public transit trip - is
now operated out of the Transportation Department of the Coastal Regional Commission. It
is the largest coordinated human services and rural public transit program in the state of
Georgia, spanning 10 counties with 35 municipalities and 5100 square miles.
The regional concept started in three counties, expanded to five, and ultimately
encompassed the entire ten-county region. In a telephone interview, when asked how the
decision was made to coordinate the efforts of a full ten counties, Barbara Hurst replied that
“once you know you’re going to step in it, you might as well step in it with both feet.”
And step in it they did. In an effort to include every possible agency and county/political
entity, they convened a steering committee of over 60 members. It was critical to have the
participation and support of as many organizations as possible, on the premise that the only
way to convince them was to include them. The committee also included the FTA, DOT and
state Department of Human Services in all discussions of funding regulations. She and her
team needed to be able to demonstrate that the program would offer more services with
greater efficiencies. City and County mangers were the first to convince since they’d be on
the hook financially for the match required. The important distinction was that they wouldn’t
be involved in running the program, only in blessing it.
Statistical justification of the unmet need was critical to the success of the project. The team
members evaluated census date, conducted transit surveys, and formed advocacy groups.
They interviewed members of their target populations to determine where they lived and
where they needed to go.
The advantages of such a program are its efficiencies, including reduced administrative
overhead and a centralized call center. Once you coordinate services, all trips come in as
revenue.
The Regional Commission approved the request to apply for 5311 rural public transportation
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funds on the counties’ behalf. Additionally, the Regional Commission is the prime contractor
for all human service transportation in the region. This combination of service allows the
Commission to leverage human services transportation revenue against the 50% operating
match required by 5311, effectively lowering the contribution required of the local counties.
The entire fleet is branded as Coastal Regional Coaches and the Regional Commission
hires subcontractors to provide the labor. The Commission also manages a centralized
regional call center for all trip scheduling, which then gets pushed to the subcontracts via
RouteMatch portals and tablets on every vehicle. In 2012, the call center received anywhere
from 500-700 calls per day and scheduled an average of 1,000 trips per day.
The primary funding sources for the program are human service dollars (awarded by the
Department of Human Services), as well as 5311 rural public transit dollars passed down to
the state Department of Transportation. The human service dollars buy trips on the rural
public transit fleet and this revenue acts to offset the required 50% operating match under
the 5311 program. The program is required to collect 10% in fare box revenue and, while
this rarely occurs, local governments contribute by covering a shortfall in actual collected
fare versus the 10% mandate. 9 This has resulted in counties shedding extreme amounts of
cost and the burden of operating a transit system. It also provides their citizens with access
to an entire 10-county region rather than a single area of service. For example, one county
in the region was funding a transit program to the tune of about $250,000 per year. By
coming into the regional program they shed over $220,000 in cost and worry associated with
operations and capital, resulting in a contribution of only $30,000 while receiving far, far
more of dollars in benefit.
Ridership:
The Coaches fleet is all ADA-accessible and is purchased through the capital 5311
program. The regional commission even covers the cost of the 20% match, providing further
benefits to county governments by relieving the burden of supplying additional funds for
capital. Ridership is made up of state sponsored human service trips and paid rural public
transit riders. The service now operates 85 buses that cover more than 5100 miles,
providing more than 200,000 human service trips per year.

Ride Connection (Portland, Oregon) provides direct service primarily to older adults
and people with disabilities, and some services to low income job seekers and wage
earners. In rural areas, the services are available to the general public. The service,
organized through a collaboration of over 30 community partners, can be for
anything from public transit to grocery shopping shuttles. In the network, there are
over 600 drivers, 2/3 of whom are volunteers.
Paducah, KY uses approximately 200 service contracts (in which a third party was
paying), as well as federal, state, city and county monies. They also run a taxi, the
fare money of which was kept separate from the fares on the federally-funded
vehicles.
The agency that undertook the creation and implementation of cross-county
collaboration was the largest single provider in the region and, as such, recognized
the need to address the perception that other providers might think they were simply
9

RTD is currently required by legislative mandate to an approximately 22% fare box recovery, an onerous and
limiting percentage. Any discussion of RTD involvement in cross-county collaboration would require policymakers to understand the onerous burden that this recovery mandate places on RTD’s ability to provide lowcost service to transit-dependent, low income individuals and families.
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trying to build a monopoly in region service. Throughout the process they remained
very transparent about their commitment to coordinated service to meet the needs of
as many people as possible. Initially, they held monthly meetings to which all transit
providers were involved, and eventually expanded to include other potential
partners.
Once a strong and coherent vision was developed, they held public meetings to
inform as many agencies as possible of the benefits of working together. The
process took almost two years.
Once implemented, they discovered that the biggest advantages to the program
came in the areas of ride-sharing and collaborative use of vehicles that might
otherwise sit idle.
As discussed earlier, efforts at coordination are often complicated by the way in
which federal funds flow to state and local organizations encumbered with specific
rules and regulations that result in silo funding constraints, which limit the ability of
programs to work together, even if the agencies serve the same people or those
with similar (and often identical) transportation needs.
The examples provided by Georgia, Kentucky and Oregon show that collaborations
are not only more efficient, but they provide a mechanism by which these silo
funding constraints can be overcome, resulting in improved service to a larger
transit-dependent population.

The beauty of the cross-county collaborative system is that, by taking
advantage of increased economies of scale, participants have been able to
address gaps – both geographic and service – as well as duplications of effort.

Jefferson County can begin to lay a foundation for multi-county collaboration:
 Engage other counties in the discussion.
 Compile a resource repository of data that supports the benefits of
coordination and of studies with substantiating statistics.
o Phases I and II gaps research conducted by the LCC
o Jill Bezyak, faculty member at the University of Northern Colorado’s
Rehabilitation Counseling Program is currently working the Rocky
Mountain ADA Center to investigate the accessibility of public
transportation for people with disabilities in the Denver Metro area.
o MetroWest Housing and Jeffco Housing Authority are conducting
surveys of their low income and older residents about transportation
needs
o Arvada is compiling data into a report, based on the DRCOG Boomer
Bond Assessment Tool
 Continually communicate the benefits of coordination with community leaders
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 Frame the project as a pilot that could ultimately be used to address mobility
for disadvantaged populations in all counties along the Front Range and
eventually across the state.
 Develop responses to anticipated areas of resistance (i.e. the argument that a
tax-payer funded system would be paying for a small percentage of those
who paid for the system).
 Build the concept of the importance of universal design and livable
communities
 Develop funding as opportunities for
Women are almost twice as likely to
coordination of financial resources
live below the poverty level in their
(i.e. federal and state funding as
senior years as men are.
well as human services and
veteran’s organizations that can purchase service)
 Transportation services provided by different federally funded programs such
as Meals on Wheels, Medicaid, Head Start, Vocational Rehab Services,
Independent Living Programs, employment services, and other programs
have been identified and their scope of services catalogued.

Technology
According to the 10-Question Follow-Up survey, 33% of transportation respondents
are not yet using software for scheduling, dispatching, etc. The investment in and
integration of technology into any transportation system configuration can greatly
improve the efficiency of existing services and lead to a reduction in costs. Software
tools can readily provide core performance data on factors such cost per delivered
trip, ridership, and on-time performance. If systematically analyzed and evaluated,
this information can be used to lower costs and improve performance.




Assess the current use of transportation technology by transportation
providers and service agencies for reservations and scheduling, dispatching,
billing and reporting.
 Use these results to guide decisions about the coordination across
agencies and the adoption of new technologies.
 Use complementary software that allows providers to share data on
trips to streamline the process for coordinating rides.
 Involve CASTA and CDOT in helping to train and/or fund technology
upgrades for those 33% of agencies not currently using software.
Develop an app-based request-a-ride program similar to Uber or Lyft, but one
that is affordable and particularly targets older adults and people with
disabilities.
 Current volunteer drivers (i.e. those who have been vetted through
SRC) can provide rides. Agency case workers and clinicians, who
often have a clear understanding of the need and issues, might be
tapped to provide an addition pool of drivers, as supplemental income.
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 Approach Uber or Lyft and explore the idea of “giving back to the
community” by providing much-reduced fares to transit-disadvantaged
populations. Propose that Jefferson County serve as the metroDenver pilot to a trial program.
Technology would be critical in local coordination of services such as pooled
vehicle acquisition, vehicle sharing, etc. as the information would need to be
readily available to all participants.

Advocacy
Advocacy for mobility services for the community’s elderly, people with
disabilities and low income populations can – and must - occur at many levels:
o Agencies and Organizations
o Community Leaders and Partners
Mary worked the same job
o City, County and Elected Officials
Advocacy can take many forms and should
include:
 Advocate to JeffTAG and the Transportation
Master Plan for inclusion of increased support
for mobility alternatives for transit dependent
populations
 Explore
the feasibility of and lay the
groundwork for a county-wide transportation
sales tax
 Undertake
a
mission
to
educate
congresspersons about broader regional
coordination.
As an organization funded by tax dollars, the
transportation goliath RTD should be held
accountable to and respond to the needs of all
communities and taxpayers who fund their
organization. Services should be accessible to
and representative of all segments of their
ridership.
According to a 2005 Customer Satisfaction survey
conducted by RTD, 40% of all weekday bus
passengers were “transit dependent”, defined as
those who don’t own a vehicle, or have a mental
or physical disability that prevents them from
operating a vehicle.

for 17 years. Her physical
disability qualified her for
RTD’s Access-a-Ride service.
Every morning they would
pick her up at her home and
take her to her job.

Access-a-Ride service is tied
to RTD’s fixed route service.
When RTD implemented the
W-line, they reduced other
services.
Unfortunately,
RTD cancelled the bus that
ran
through
the
neighborhood where she
worked - which meant that
Access-a-Ride would no
longer provide service to her
job.
After 17 years as a faithful
employee,
Mary
was
unexpectedly faced with the
challenge of finding a new
and consistent means of
transportation to and from
her workplace or, if she
couldn’t, she might be forced
to retire – something that
neither
she
nor
her
employer wanted.

This statistic stands as evidentiary support of the critical need for advocacy on
behalf of the target populations. Current fares on RTD are already unaffordable
for people with low incomes and are in imminent danger of being increased. In
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spite of being a backbone of transportation to many, RTD has consistently
proved to be unreliable.
First and foremost, agencies and individuals are encouraged to address RTD
and its Board of Directors in support of a fare structure that is easy to access,
equitable and affordable. RTD can draw upon the numerous models and
experiences of many cities around the country that have already addressed this
issue.
In addition to affordable fares, RTD could support communities by:
• Addressing reliability issues
o The way in which RTD handles rides and routes directly impacts other
providers
• Addressing accessibility issues with Access-a-Ride
o Though widely known, it bears repeating that the current ADA certification
process is onerous for individuals with cognitive disabilities or
transportation-limitations. RTD has two processes for disabled
passengers:
 The 50% discount card for fixed route buses is available to qualified
individuals and can be obtained through a relatively simple
process. The ADA certification requires that a form be completed
and signed by an appropriate professional, such as a doctor, or
other qualified professional.
Both the American with Disabilities
 The separate Access-A-Ride Act certification and the Access-Aprocess
requires
medical Ride processes must be repeated
records and a trip to Easter every five years. Even those with
Seals in Denver for an chronic conditions must repeatedly
evaluation, which can take all have the authenticity of their
day when one factors in condition called into question. For
transportation, wait time for the example, I have multiple chronic
evaluation and interview, and in conditions, including blindness for my
many cases extends to a entire life. An informed review of the
lengthy wait (up to several medical records provided to both RTD
weeks) to find out whether the and Easter Seals would affirm this
person was accepted into the and make the expense of reevaluation unnecessary.
Access-A-Ride program.
 Both the ADA certification and Of course there is also the stigma of
the Access-A-Ride processes having a proven chronic disability
must be repeated every five questioned on a regular schedule.
years. Even those with chronic
-- Joe, an Access-a-Ride client
conditions must repeatedly go
through the process of having the authenticity of their condition
called into question.
 The process isn’t standardized, as the equivalent process isn’t
nearly as daunting in other locations such as Minneapolis, MN.
o Access-a-Ride is relatively costly and some people who otherwise
qualify cannot afford it.
o Access-a-Ride is also encumbered by boundary issues, which can be
particularly critical to a person with a disability. A passenger may need
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•
•

•
•
•

to be dropped off only one intersection beyond the boundary of the
route but some drivers quite literally won’t risk going beyond the
boundaries.
o RTD is obliged by federal mandate to provide the service but, as this is
not what they specialize in, it would run more efficiently if
subcontracted to local service providers. Subcontracting Access-aRide service across the metro area to local providers would allow RTD
to focus their resources on fixed route service and enable community
providers to assume responsibility for the service to their citizens. As
they already provide demand response service, community providers
will provide efficient service at significant cost savings, a win for clients,
for RTD and for the community-based providers.
 Benefits to local communities include the ability to hire more
drivers, purchase more vehicles, and specialize in the needs of
their particular region 10.
Provide check-point services for Call-n-Ride with locations around local cities.
Ensure that in their route One of my elderly tenants told me
planning they account for that the closest bus stop to the
agency hubs, identified as the offices of Human Services is not
primary locations people need to close at all. It’s located far from the
building – too far for her to walk.
go for human services.
Educate riders and human -Manager at an Affordable Housing Complex
service agencies about existing opportunities for RTD discounted tickets.
Partner with RTD to identify bus stop accessibility and specific first and last
mile obstacles with an eye toward establishing a priority schedule and
resolution plan.
Review the effectiveness and impact of bus service cuts concomitant with the
W-line in 2013 and partner with RTD to incorporate “lessons learned” in a
pre-emptive effort to avoid having similar issues with the forthcoming Gold
Line.
o Anticipate the negative impact of bus service cuts to target populations by
working with RTD, Wheat Ridge and Arvada to limit the scope and extent
of schedule cuts resulting from the 2016 opening of the Gold Line

As an integral part of transportation in the region, RTD is the backbone of public
transit, and by extension, of all transportation in the region. Each and every decision
they make in terms of pricing, routing, elimination of services, etc. has the potential
to powerfully impact the communities in which they provide service. Because RTD
is an integral part of the transportation portrait, many of their decisions ripple across
all providers not only in Jefferson County but across the region. As a provider of a
tax-funded service, they are a public good that should work for public good. Their
participation in conversations and willingness to collaborate in any meaningful efforts
at finding solutions for our most vulnerable populations is critical and imperative.

10

Each of these components would support the vitality of the local economy.
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Summary
The survey conducted by the Local Coordinating Council for Human Services
Transportation Serving Jefferson County has effectively accomplished its goal of
reviewing current transportation provision in terms of service and geographic gaps
and duplications. The research has identified what agencies and their clients
consider to be most critical for meeting not only their basic needs but, equally
importantly, services that allow them a connection with community and enhanced
quality of life.
The results of the Phase II research provide compelling evidence of gaps in service.
A deficit exists in the area of affordable services that meet the needs of our
community’s most vulnerable populations. These gaps aren’t the result of
inefficiencies on the part of the paratransit providers, but rather are due to capacity
limitations. In simplest economics, demand far outstrips supply.
Reliability and affordability of service, and most especially of RTD fares, resurfaced
often in the course of client and agency
interviews. This, combined with the fact that 3.6 million Americans miss or
clients spoke of using discarded transfers to are delayed in receiving nonmake their trips affordable, makes us emergency medical treatment
wonder if these results are an accurate each year because they can’t
representation of true demand. Can we get to a medical provider.
http://www.ugpti.org/
confidently extrapolate these comments one
step further and conclude that there is a silent population that is unable to afford
service and has given up trying? If this is indeed the case, our data may well be
under-representative of the true demand and overwhelming need in our community.
The LCC has worked to identify, define and address possible solutions to the gaps
in service and transportation needs of our most vulnerable citizens. This report has
set forth several recommendations and strategies for addressing the short-comings
of the current system. The LCC may elect to undertake a Phase III pilot or strategy
implementation to address one or more of the most pressing issues. The Phase III
project should be an action-oriented pilot program that tackles one or more
strategies identified in this report.
The exploration and implementation of solutions are by no means the sole
responsibility of the LCC members alone, but rather are a task for the community at
large. Transportation is an issue that does and will continue to affect all its members.
How then do we, as a community, address the issues?
First, at every level we must recognize the problem: that the mobility needs – the
lifeline - of a large portion of our community are not being met.
We must recognize that there are those in our community who are entirely
dependent upon transportation alternatives to driving for all of their mobility needs,
for everything from medical appointments to personal and quality of life trips.
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We must understand that the issue will not be easily resolved, will not go away, and
in fact, will only grow larger – at an unprecedented rate.
It is essential that everyone, especially community leaders and elected officials,
continually pose the question of “how do we want to grow as a community and
county, and how will we provide for the transit needs of our vulnerable populations?
We must each hold a strong, clear view of human services transportation as a basic
need – something that the community pays for in the same way it pays for utilities. 11
This vision must drive decisions to incorporate mobility for underserved populations
in Comprehensive and Master Plans, not only in transportation but also in planning,
public works, housing, and sustainability departments at county and municipal
levels.
The recognition of the need to address the mobility needs of all citizens and
especially vulnerable populations is an idea whose time has come.
•

•

•

A recent New York Times article addressed an innovative program undertaken in
Seattle to implement income-based fares on public transportation. 12
o Seattle believes that income-based fares will have benefits for the health of
the metro-area economy because they will be diminishing the problems and
obstacles associated with moving people to where they need to be for
housing, education and jobs.
In Jefferson County, the survey sparked interest in the activities of the LCC.
More than 50% of respondents expressed interest in participating at some level:
Interest in participating in the LCC

# Responses

%

A current member

10

23.8%

Interested in becoming a member

9

Interested in receiving regular
updates

12

Not interested at this time

11

21.4% Over 50% of
respondents are
28.6% interested in being
involved
26.2%

Total

42

President Obama recently proposed the Grow America Act 13 which, in part, will
provide state and local governments with more certainty to effectively plan, and
will enable more transformative transportation projects to improve the
competitiveness and mobility of communities. In part, the Act will provide:
o Tools and resources to encourage regional coordination and local decision
making. The proposal includes policy reforms to incentivize improved regional
coordination by Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), which are local
communities’ main voice in transportation planning.

11

After all, we all pay taxes for RTD services, yet only a small percentage of people regularly use RTD.
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/01/us/targeting-inequality-this-time-on-public-transit.html?_r=0
13
http://www.dot.gov/grow-america/fact-sheets/overview
12
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o It also strengthens local decision making in allocating Federal funding so that
local communities can better realize their vision for improved mobility.
Though not yet a reality, at a minimum, Obama’s proposed plan shows an
awareness of the growing need.
Solutions do exist, and have been successfully undertaken by other communities
similar in size and disposition to Jefferson County and the Denver metro region.
The examples provided in this report of cross-county coordination show that it’s
entirely possible to take a given pool of resources and, with flexible and innovative
thinking, develop an entirely new model.
Ultimately, economies of scale will play a vital role in the region’s ability to meet
growing demand. Cross-county coordination can maximize the use of resources to
provide services to a larger population. Several successful programs across the
country can serve as models. Cross-mission efforts should be intensified to increase
the use of the current bus and van supply presently restricted for silo purposes
beyond their original mission to more varied purposes.
Solutions may best be found by being willing to change the status quo: to sometimes
rattle the cage, to change the models under which we have operated in the past. We
must be willing to break out of the mold and venture into the realm of creative and
innovative thinking.
When we work collaboratively, greater intellectual and
experiential resources surface and a community can become more innovative, more
resourceful and far more efficient.
The strategies proposed in this report aim to do just that. Some are just a small
shake of the cage, an opportunity to educate and initiate critically needed
conversations. Others require us to stretch, calling us to reach farther and higher
than we have previously attempted - but the beauty of reaching high is that we have
supportive shoulders upon which to stand, the solid experience of communities
around the country who have preceded us in collaboration.
Together – as a community that cares about the needs of each and every one of our
residents - we’re stronger. Mobility is an issue that is not about vehicles so much as
it is about moving people and keeping people moving, an issue whose resolution will
require every voice to speak and every hand to build viable solutions.
The time has come for everyone at every level in the community and across the
region to get a head in the game because, in the words of Benjamin Franklin, in the
end, we must hang together or assuredly we shall all hang separately.
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Appendix A
The following is a list of all agencies and organizations to which the survey might be
sent.

Target Organizations (*some are no longer in service, or no email contact was obtained)
Human Service
Providers
and Faith-based Agencies
Residential Facilities
17th Street
Redevelopment/Roth Mgt
A Line/Ride Provide
AARP
Grp
Aging Well - Jefferson Cty Human
A-Lift
Services
Allison Care Center
Action Center

American Legion

Allison Pointe Apartments

Alliance Sedan Service CO

Blue Spruce Habitat for Humanity

Allison Village

Alpine Adult Day Care

Bridgeway Lakewood

Amazing Wheels

Brothers Redevelopment Inc (BRI)

Apple Creek
Applewood Retirement
Community

American Cancer Society

Catholic Charities

American Medical Response

Center of Hope Lakewood

Archdiocesan Housing
Arvada Care and Rehab
Center

American Transit Express

Citizen Advocate

Arvada Cottages

Apex Mobility

Citizen Advocate

Arvada Estates

Arrow Express
Aspen Complete Health
Care Inc

Citizen Advocate

Arvada House

City of Lakewood

Arvada Meridian

Aurora Adult Day

Clear Creek Valley Medical Society

Aspen Ridge

Broomfield Easy Ride

CO Community Health Alliance

Atria Inn at Lakewood

Care-A-Van Transport

Colorado Cross Disability Coalition

Atria Sr. Living - Applewood

Careful Wheels Transport.

Bear Creek Nursing Center

Chad Transportation

Colorado DVR
CO Homeless Families Transitional
Housing

Colorado Mobility

Colorado Housing Assistance Corp

Columbine Express

Consultant

Belmont Manor
Bethany Rehab
Center/Healthplex

Developmental Disabilities
Resource Center (DDRC)

Disabled American Veterans -

Brighton Gardens of
Lakewood

First City Home CareMobility

DRMAC

Brookdale Green Mountain

Freedom Cab

Exempla Lutheran Medical Center

Brothers Redevelopment

Golden Medical Trans. Svc.

Cambridge Care Center

Golden West Airport Shuttle

Family Tree
Golden Veteran's Admin.
Community Based Outpatient Clinic

Harvestex, Inc.

Information Desk

Highgrace Transit

Innovage

Canyon Pointe Cottages
Carmel Oaks Retirement
Community

IDOX System, LLC
InnovAge (formerly Seniors
INC)

Jefferson Center for Mental Health
Jefferson Cty Aging and Adult
Services

Castlegate Apartments
Cedar Avenue & Cedar
Garden Apts.
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Target Organizations (*some are no longer in service, or no email contact was obtained)
Jefferson Cty American Job Center
Jeff County School District
/ /Work Force
Cedars Health Care
Kids Wheels LLC

JeffCty Community Assistance

Caesar's Square Apartments

Lakewood Rides

Jeff Cty Community Development

Christopher House

Let's Ride Mobility Srvcs

Jeff Cty Family Children & Youth

CityScape at Belmar

Metro Taxi

JeffCty Head Start

Clear Creek Commons

Metro Taxi

Jeff Cty Head Start

Colorado Lutheran Homes

Midtown Express

JeffCty Housing Authority
JeffCty Human Services Single
Entry Point

Columbine Villa at Arvada
Columbine Village
Apartments

JeffCty Office of Emergency Mgt.

Columbine Village at Arvada
Columbine Village on Allison
I, II and III

Mile High Mobility
Mobility Transportation
Services
Mountain's Taxi
Paradise
Passage-Quality Mobile
Transit
Pleasant Journey LLC
Pridemark Paramedic
Services
R&R Transportation

Jeff Cty Public Health
Jeff Cty Transportation &
Engineering

Concordia on the Lake

Jefferson Cty Veterans Services

Courtyard at Lakewood

Jewish Family Services

Covenant Village Towers
Creekside West Residences at Creekside

Live Well, Jeff Cty Public Health
Lost and Found Inc Transitional
Housing

Distinctive Care
Eaton Senior Communities /
Eaton Terrace II Assisted
Living

Ride 4 Med Inc
Rocky Mountain Adult Day
Care + Access
Transportation

Love Inc

RTD - Fixed Route System

Metro Community Provider Network

Edgewater Plaza
Evergreen Terrace Care
Center

RTD Access-a-Cab

Metro West Housing Solutions

Exempla Lutheran TCU

RTD Access-a-Ride

Foothills Green

RTD Call-n-Ride

Mile High United Way
Rocky Mtn. Housing Development
Corp (HDC) Arvada

RTD SeniorRide

Seniors' Resource Center

Fountainhead Care
Glen Ayr Health Center (now
WestLake Care Community

Seniors' Resource Center

Shannon's Hope Maternity Home

Glendale Apartments

Seniors' Resource Center Evergreen

St. Anthony Hospital

Golden Orchard

Sorbon Transportation

STRIDE

Super Shuttle
SW Metro Mobility

The Action Center

Golden Pointe Apartments
Golden Pond Retirement
Community

The Arc - JCCG

Granville Assisted Living

To The Rescue
Total Transit Colorado
(formerly First Transit) NEMT
Trans Express LLC

Veteran's Administration

Green Ridge Meadows

Work Force Jefferson Cty

Heights by Marston Lake

Residential Facilities, continued

Heritage Club at Lakewood

Union Taxi

Sage Home LLC

Highland South

Vermel’s Care Center

Sandalwood Manor Inc

Highland West Apts

Phase II Gaps Analysis
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Target Organizations (*some are no longer in service, or no email contact was obtained)
Veteran's Affairs (Co Dept
Labor & Employment)
We Care Medical
Transportation
Wheels on Wheels
Paratransit
Yellow Cab LCC

Sheridan Ridge Townhomes

Hilltop Apts

Sierra Health Care Community

Homestead at Lakewood

Silver Rose

Hospice of St. John
Jefferson County for Mental
Health Edgewater
Jefferson County for Mental
Health Wheat Ridge

Spring Ridge Park
Springwood Retirement Community
Sterling House of Arvada
(Brookdale)
Sterling House of Littleton
(Brookdale)

Jefferson Therapeutic Living
Just for Seniors Living
Center II

Temenos Assisted Living

Karen's House

The Pines

Kendall Street Apartments

Tiffany Square

Lakewood Estates

Timberleaf Apartments
TKC Accent on Elder Care/Caring
Hearts/SilverRose Assisted Living
Temure Home Care Inc.

Lakewood Meridian
Lakewood Parkview

Upham Streen Apartments

Lamar Station Crossing
Learning Services Bear
Creek

Verandas Assisted Living I and II

Learning Services Glen Dee

Vern's Vigilant Care Home, LLC

Lewis Court Apartments
Life Care Center of
Evergreen
Live Quality Homes of
Denver Normandy Home
Makarios Assisted Living
LLC

Villa Care and Rehab Center
Villa Manor Care Center
Villa Maria

Manor on Marston Lake

Vintage Place Apts
Vista Village (American Baptist
Homes)

Mapleton Care Center

Walden House

Marcella Manor

Walnut Creek Apts

Marston Pointe
Meadowbrook Assisted
Living Home LLC

Western Hills Health Care Center
Westland Meridian

Maplewood Apartments

Westland Tower

Meridian Westland
MetroWest Housing
Solutions

Stepping Stones

Wheat Ridge Manor Nursing Home

Millbrook Homes Portland

Orchard Valley

Wheat Ridge Town Center Apts.

Paramont Gardens Apts

Wide Horizons Inc

Miller Place Inc
Morningside Retirement
Community

Park Terrace Apts

Willow Glen Senior Residences

Parkview Village Apts

Willow Green Townhomes

Atria of Applewood
Morningstar Assisted Living
of Littleton

Redwood Village

Windrift

Mountain View Alternative
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Target Organizations (*some are no longer in service, or no email contact was obtained)
Care Inc IV
Renaissance at Concord
Plza

Parker Personal Care Homes

Retreat at Church Ranch

Community Advantage

Mountain View Apartments
Mountain Vista Baptist
Home Association

Ridgemoor Apartments

Spectrum Home

Mountain Vista Retirement

Rising Sun Senior Home

Dungarvin Home

Nightingale Lane

RiverPointe Sr. Community

Nightingale Suites

Rocky Mtn. Village Estates

Nurturing Care Home
Oberon House
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Appendix B
The methodology of this survey was to target as many agencies as possible to get a
complete picture of mobility service and needs in Jefferson County. The questions are
largely empirically-based and those that might be considered more subjective provide strong
evidence as well. After all, if anecdotal evidence continually highlights the same recurring
issues, at some point it becomes data.
The 52% rate of response is noteworthy, and is exceptionally solid. An unusually large
number of respondents answered all or almost all questions, providing unusually complete
results. These results indicate a strong willingness to participate, an enthusiasm to express
frustrations and have voices heard. The combination of a solid methodology and results
create a valid and empirical portrait of the mobility in Jefferson County at this point in time.
Rate of Survey Completion
Total # of
Organizations to
Total # of Surveys
which the survey
Completed
was sent
(includes partials)
ALL CONTACTS
Providers, Human Service
Agencies, and
Residential Facilities

145

76

% Completed

52%*

*Though the overall percentage of completion is noteworthy by any calculation, this percentage is
based on all responses received, which takes into account that, in some cases, the survey was
forwarded to additional respondents within an agency, particularly to case managers.
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Survey Results
Phase II - Transportation Gaps Survey
The manner in which respondents answered Question 7 of the survey would them to a
series of questions appropriate to their situation:
•
•

If they answered “provides transportation” they would be asked to complete all
questions in the survey.
If they answered “serve clients who need transportation” the survey directed them
only to those questions that weren’t related to service provision, routing them to
resume the survey with Question 30.
All Survey Respondents

# Respondents (if more than 1)

American Cancer Society
Archdiocesan Housing
Aspen Complete Health Care
Aspen Ridge/Jeffco
Atria Applewood
Broomfield Senior Services
Careful Wheels Transportation
Carmel Oaks Retirement Community
Choice Living Services
Clear Creek Commons
Clements Community Center
Colorado Community Health Alliance (RCCO 6)
Colorado Housing Assistance Corporation
Colorado Mobility
Community Advantage
Concordia on the Lake
Covenant Village of Colorado
DDRC
Dungarvin Colorado
Family Tree
Fountainhead Care Homes
Golden Orchard, Inc.
Jeffco Schools
Jefferson Center
Jefferson Center for Mental Health – Navigation Clinician

13

Jefferson County Dept. of Human Services
Jefferson County Head Start
Jefferson County Housing Authority

2

Jefferson County Housing Authority - Lewis Court and
Canyon Gate
Phase II Gaps Analysis
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All Survey Respondents

# Respondents (if more than 1)

Jefferson County Housing Authority-Caesar Square Apts.
Jefferson County Housing Authority-Green Ridge
Meadows Apts
Jefferson County Human Services

4

Kids Wheels LLC
Lakewood Rides
Love INC Littleton
Marcella Manor Apartments
Metro Community Provider Network
Metro Taxi
Metro West Housing Solutions
Metro West Housing Solutions/ Creekside Senior
Apartment Campus
Mountain Vista Retirement Community
Mountains Taxi
Nightingale Lane
RTD - Regional Transportation District

3

Seniors Resource Center
Seniors' Resource Center - Evergreen
Spectrum
Stepping Stone Support Center
The Action Center
The American Legion
The Arc-Jefferson, Clear Creek & Gilpin Counties
The Retreat at Church Ranch Assisted Living
We Care Medical Transportation, LLC
WestLake Care Community
Western Hills Health Care Center
Wheels On Wheels Paratransit LLC
Total Number of Respondents

Phase II Gaps Analysis
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4. Which of the following best describes your agency? Please check all that apply:

Value

Count Percent

Non-profit organization

18

36.7%

Private, for-profit organization

12

24.5%

Residential facility (i.e. independent living, assisted
living, subsidized and/or affordable housing)

11

22.5%

Specialized transportation (i.e. door to door, bariatric)

10

20.4%

Other (see below)

9

18.4%

Medicaid transportation (i.e. NEMT, HCBS)

6

12.2%

Human services agency

5

10.2%

Public transit provider

4

8.2%

School

3

6.1%

Volunteer Driver program

3

6.1%

Social services provider

3

6.1%

Faith-based organization

2

4.1%

Taxi cab provider

1

2.0%

"Other"
The Arc: Advocacy organization
MetroWest: Housing Authority
Western Hills Health: Long term & Skilled nursing facility
Head Start: No-cost pre-school
JCHA-Green Ridge Meadows: Senior Indep Living
Golden Orchard: We are not at transportation agency
Lakewood Rides: door through door
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"Other"
JCHA: housing authority
RTD: we only transport groups of 10 or more seniors to
special events

5. With which population/department do you work (i.e. Head Start, affordable housing,
etc.)?
Business and Finance
Developmental Disabilities
Head Start
Older adults (60+), individuals with disabilities
Services all ages

6. To which of the following does your agency provide service? Please check
all that apply:

Value

Count Percent

Adults 60+

25

54.4%

Low Income individuals

22

47.8%

Individuals with mental health issues

21

45.7%

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)-eligible individuals

20

43.5%
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Value

Count Percent

Families

18

39.1%

General public

16

34.8%

Non-ADA eligible individuals with disabilities

16

34.8%

Veterans

15

32.6%

Youth

15

32.6%

Children

14

30.4%

Other (please specify) – see below

14

30.4%

Individuals who are homeless

12

26.1%

Only participants in our program or living facility (i.e.
residents/clients only)

8

17.4%

Other
Advocacy for individuals with
intellectual/developmental disabilities
All people with Developmental Disabilities
Anyone who qualifies for the program
Cancer patients
Elderly with Alzheimer's or Dementia
Lakewood Residents 60+ and all PWD
Medicaid
Medicaid Recipients
None
Patients
Rural only = gen public
Seniors 62+
Vet filing claims to the VA
we transport Adults 60+
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Comments
Human Services is not a transportation provider but serves all of the above groups.
We do not provide transportation services
We have a dire need, with 108 Units and no public transportation close enough or easy access.
We provide assistance to lower income families buying or owning their own homes
We provide service for City of Lakewood Residents only.
We provide transportation for our residents to specific shopping and off campus activities
Wheelchair Only Public
We provide transportation to anyone living within our client boundaries who go through an intake
procedure. No fee, non ambulatory, door to door.
We are an assisted living community and we do not provide transportation. Families take our
residents.
Our focus, due to funding, is on the over 60 group - however, we do provide service to others on
a case by case basis.

7. Which of the following best describes your agency:

Value

Count Percent

Provides transportation services (either as your only service or maybe as one
of many services that your agency provides to clients).

19

39.6%

Does not provide transportation but has clients who need access to
transportation.

29

60.4%
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Respondents
American Cancer Society
Archdiocesan Housing
Aspen Complete Health Care
Aspen Ridge/Jeffco
Atria Applewood
Broomfield Senior Services
Careful Wheels Transportation
Carmel Oaks Retirement Community
Choice Living Services
Clear Creek Commons
Clements Community Center
Colorado Community Health Alliance
CO Housing Assistance Corporation
Colorado Mobility
Community Advantage
Concordia on the Lake
Covenant Village of Colorado
DDRC
Dungarvin Colorado
Family Tree
Fountainhead Care Homes
Golden Orchard, Inc.
Jeffco Schools
Jefferson Center
Jefferson Center for Mental Health –
Navigation Clinician
Jeff County Dept. of Human Services
Jefferson County Head Start
Jefferson County Housing Authority
Jefferson County Housing Authority Lewis Court and Canyon Gate
Jefferson County Housing AuthorityCaesar Square Apts.
Jefferson County Housing AuthorityGreen Ridge Meadows Apts
Jefferson County Human Services
Kids Wheels LLC
Lakewood Rides
Love INC Littleton
Marcella Manor Apartments
Metro Community Provider Network
Metro Taxi
Metro West Housing Solutions
Phase II Gaps Analysis

Has Clients w/
#
Provides
Transportation Respondents
Transportation
Needs
(if > 1)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
1-contracts
x
13
X
X
X

2

X
X
X
X

4

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Respondents

Has Clients w/
#
Provides
Transportation Respondents
Transportation
Needs
(if > 1)

Metro West Housing Solutions/
Creekside Senior Apt Campus
Mountain Vista Retirement
Community
Mountains Taxi
Nightingale Lane
RTD - Regional Transp. District
Seniors Resource Center
Seniors' Resource Center-Evergreen
Spectrum
Stepping Stone Support Center
The Action Center
The American Legion
The Arc-Jefferson, Clear Creek &
Gilpin Counties
The Retreat at Church Ranch
Assisted Living
We Care Medical Transportation
WestLake Care Community
Western Hills Health Care Center
Wheels On Wheels Paratransit LLC
Total Number of Respondents

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
74

8. What are the hours of operation for your reservations and customer services
office? If you operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, please mark "24 Hours" only in
the Monday-Friday row.
Opening
Closing
Responses
Time
Time
Monday-Friday

100.0%
16

93.8%
15

16

Saturday

100.0%
6

100.0%
6

6

Sunday

100.0%
5

100.0%
5

5

Holidays

100.0%
5

100.0%
5

5

Any special hours not covered
above (please identify below)

0.0%
0

0.0%
0
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Special Hours
24 hours per day- 7 days a week
Monday - Thursday 9 - 12 for incoming calls.
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays we are open from 9a-1p
we accept requests 24 hours a day
We provide residential services so other transportation is
provided as needed outside the above days and hours.

9. Please indicate (1) The days and hours during which you provide transportation. If
you offer service 24 hrs./day, 7 days/week, please mark 24/7 in Monday-Friday only;
(2) During regular hours of operation, any "down" times when any of your vehicles
are not regularly in use.

Start Time: End Time:
Opening Closing
vehicles not
vehicles Responses
Time
Time
in use
again in use
Monday-Friday

100.0%
14

78.6%
11

7.1%
1

7.1%
1

14

Saturday

100.0%
2

100.0%
2

0.0%
0

0.0%
0

2

Sunday

100.0%
1

100.0%
1

0.0%
0

0.0%
0

1

Holidays

100.0%
1

100.0%
1

0.0%
0

0.0%
0

1

Special hrs not covered
above (identify below)

0.0%
0

0.0%
0

0.0%
0

0.0%
0

0
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Agency Name
American Cancer
Society
Atria Applewood
Broomfield Senior
Services
Careful Wheels
Transportation
Colorado Mobility

Hours for
Reservations and
Customer Services :
Special Hours
we accept requests 24
hours a day

Love INC Littleton
Mountains Taxi
Regional
Transportation District
Seniors' Resource
Center
Seniors Resource
Center/Evergreen

Stepping Stone
Support Center

Phase II Gaps Analysis

occasionally we are able to meet special requests
Tuesdays and Thursdays 8:30-5:00
Monday-Wednesday, 8:30am-5pm Thursday,
Friday: 8:30am-1:30pm

We provide transportation to shopping mid-day on
Wednesday & Thursday. We also provide
transportation to offsite activities during the day all
days of the week and sometimes in the evenings
for our residents

Concordia on the Lake
Covenant Village of
Colorado

DDRC
Jefferson County Head
Start
Kids Wheels LLC
Lakewood Rides

Please indicate (1) The days and hours during
which you provide transportation. If you offer
service 24 hrs./day, 7 days/week, please mark
24/7 in Monday-Friday only; (2) During regular
hours of operation, any "down" times when
any of your vehicles are not regularly in use.:
Special Hours

We provide residential
services so other
transportation is
provided as needed
outside the above days
and hours.

Mon.-Thurs. 9-12 for
incoming calls.
24 hrs/day- 7 days/wk

We do have some vehicles that are used all day
long for community participation. However we
have others that experience downtime during the
day. The number of vehicles varies.

7 days / 7AM - 6PM
Access-a-Ride service mimics the days and times
of field route availability.
SRC can "rent" vehicles and drivers off hours for
groups

Mondays,
Wednesdays, and
Fridays open 9a-1p

On Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, we end our
program at 1p so we drive from 1p-2p, and at the
end of the day drive clients home from program
from 4p-5p

Local Coordinating Council for Human Services Transportation Serving Jefferson County
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Special Hours
American Cancer Society

we accept requests 24 hours a day

Atria Applewood
Broomfield Senior Services
Careful Wheels Transportation
Colorado Mobility
Concordia on the Lake
Covenant Village of Colorado
We provide residential services so other
transportation is provided as needed
outside the above days and hours.

DDRC
Jefferson County Head Start

10. Are your scheduling services and/or printed materials available in any of the
following? Please check all that apply:

Value

Count Percent

Spanish

4

30.8%

Other language

1

7.7%

TTY (for hearing impaired)

2

15.4%

Alternative formats (i.e., braille, large print, apps, other technologies)

2

15.4%

Exclusive / None of the above

6

46.2%

Other (please specify): Alternative formats as needed

1

7.7%
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11. Please describe your geographic service area boundaries (origination and/or
destination). Include any exceptions or waivers within those boundaries (i.e. within a
certain number of miles from a community; specific streets/intersections; within
county only; origin within county):

Origination / Destination / Exceptions and Waivers
Agency Name

American
Cancer Society

Origination

Destination

2800 Youngfield
Street

Broomfield
Senior Services

Medical trips: Highway 7 (north),
80th (south), Washington (east),
McCaslin (west). Personal and
Nutrition trips: within Broomfield
county limits

Concordia on
the Lake

Covenant
Village of
Colorado

Other

Other

Comments

Mainly Denver metro area.
Adams, Douglas, Jefferson,
Denver, aurora

Atria
Applewood

Careful Wheels
Transportation

Exceptions/
Waivers

Denver Metro

All trips start at
the community

10 mile radius

Denver metro

Within 50
miles of
Denver

Mostly metro
Denver

Most
van/bus
trips take
place within
the Denver
metro area.
Occasional
trips to
Pueblo, Ft.
Collins, and
the
mountains.
Twice
monthly
trips to
Blackhawk
are also
scheduled.

All residents
must sign a
waiver

92nd &
Wadsworth at
Covenant
Village of
Colorado
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DDRC

Jefferson,
Gilpin, Clear
Creek and
Summit
Counties

Jefferson
County Head
Start

Service all of Jefferson County
except the City of Lakewood

Kids Wheels
LLC

Transport in Jefferson County,
but cannot go West of C-470 per
the public utilities commission

Lakewood
Rides

City of
Lakewood

Love INC
Littleton

East to S
University
Blvd, South to
W. Quincy
Ave, West to
Golden
proper, North
to 49th Ave.

Denver Metro

Mountains Taxi

Jeffco west of
Kipling Ave as
an eastern
border

Regional
Transportation
District

Access-a-Ride services are
offered within a 3/4 mile radius of
local non-commuter fixed routes
in the following counties: Denver,
Adams, Arapahoe, Jefferson,
Broomfield, Boulder, Douglas.

Seniors'
Resource
Center

City of
Lakewood

Urban Jeffcty
and Adams

Phase II Gaps Analysis

All trips
must
originate or
terminate
with our
area
boundaries

Anywhere in
the state.

Throughout
the metro
area

Adams
County
south to
6th Ave

Rural
covers
Evergreen
and mtn
communiti
es and into
metro

Local Coordinating Council for Human Services Transportation Serving Jefferson County
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cover
foothills
east to
Tower Rd
160th south
to C-470
Rural
includes
Clear
Creek and
some Park
or Gilpin
originations
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Seniors’
Resource
Center/
Evergreen

Seniors’
Resource
Center/
Evergreen

Stepping Stone
Support Center

From clients'
homes or
Stepping Stone

Wheels On
Wheels
Paratransit LLC

Jefferson
County
Rural area
west of C470 to the
Park
County line
Clear
Creek
County
To Stepping
Stone or
clients' homes
Mileage
can be
accommod
ated with
advance
approval

25 mile radius
of 8720 W 2nd
Ave

12. Do you have clients or potential clients who request but are unable to get a ride
due to your origination and/or destination restrictions/boundaries?

Value

Phase II Gaps Analysis

Count Percent

Yes

12

63.2%

No

7

36.8%
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13. Which of the following level(s) of service do you provide? Please check all
that apply:

Value

Count

Percent

Fixed route

7

36.8%

Curb-to-curb (the client is dropped off at their destination)

10

52.6%

Door-to-door (the client is assisted directly from the door at pick
up to the door at their destination)

13

68.4%

Door-through-door (the client is assisted into a home or facility)

13

68.4%

Same day service

8

42.1%

Personal assistant allowed to travel with the client

14

73.7%

Children allowed to travel with the client

10

52.6%

Package/Grocery assistance

10

52.6%

Single passenger rides

12

63.2%

Shared rides (more than one client at a time in a single vehicle)

12

63.2%

Co-mingling passengers in a single trip (i.e. individuals with
developmental disabilities and seniors in the same vehicle)

9

47.4%

Mixed purpose trips (i.e. medical, grocery, social)

10

52.6%

Subscription service (ongoing regular trips scheduled in advance,
without the need to schedule each trip individually).

11

57.9%

Other (please identify)

0

0.0%
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14. For which of the following trip purposes does your agency provide
service? Please check all that apply:

Value

Count Percent

Any trip purpose (skip to the next question).

10

52.6%

School

2

10.5%

Work / Training

3

15.8%

Medical appointments

6

31.6%

Grocery shopping

5

26.3%

Personal and quality of life trips

5

26.3%

Senior Center

5

26.3%

Adult day programs

5

26.3%

Provide service exclusively to our clients

3

15.8%

Exclusive / None of the above

0

0.0%

Treatment-based, ongoing subscription medical
appointments (i.e. dialysis, chemotherapy, radiation)

6

31.6%

Comments
Other offsite trips
School sponsored/classroom field trips
activities outings
Cancer only or a trip that is directly
related to cancer care...
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15. Please complete the following inventory for your current fleet:
How many
vehicles do you
have?

How many
are in daily
use?

How many
are
accessible?

Total

Passenger Car

100.0%
8

75.0%
6

62.5%
5

100%
8

Van

100.0%
10

90.0%
9

60.0%
6

100%
10

Bus

100.0%
9

88.9%
8

66.7%
6

100%
9

Other

100.0%
2

100.0%
2

0.0%
0

100%
2

Other Volunteer cars

100.0%
1

100.0%
1

0.0%
0

100%
1

Personal Cars

100.0%
1

100.0%
1

0.0%
0

100%
1

School Bus

100.0%
1

100.0%
1

100.0%
1

100%
1

Please complete the
following inventory
for your current fleet:

0.0%
0

0.0%
0

0.0%
0

100%
5

Comments
Average 50 drivers who use their personal vehicles
We have a total of 30 accessible. Did not receive a breakdown between Vans and bus.
our volunteers use their own vehicles
We provide transportation under our personal vehicles and our insurances cover anything
that may happen in the transportation trip
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16. Which of the following can your agency accommodate? Please check all
that apply:

Value

Count

Percent

Oxygen tank

17

89.5%

Walker

18

94.7%

Power wheelchair

13

68.4%

Manual wheelchair

16

84.2%

Scooters

11

57.9%

Stretchers

1

5.3%

Segway

2

10.5%

Bariatric services

3

15.8%

Exclusive / None of the above

0

0.0%

Other : Scooters, 4-wheel only

1

5.3%

17. Please indicate the number of drivers in each of the following categories:
Number of Full Number of Part Time
Total
Time Drivers
Drivers
Your organization's total
number of drivers
Paid
Phase II Gaps Analysis

80.0%

73.3%

12

11

78.6%

85.7%

11

12
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Number of Full
Time Drivers
Paid CDL
Volunteer
Please indicate the
number of drivers in
each of the following
categories:
Float for contract
Other

Number of Part Time
Total
Drivers

87.5%

87.5%

7

7

37.5%

87.5%

3

7

0.0%

0.0%

0

0

100.0%

0.0%

1

0

0.0%

0.0%

0

0

100%
8
100%
8
100%
1
100%
1
100%
0

Comments
5 full time, 1 regular part time and 2 Temporary part time
The number of drivers depends on the need at the time and if one or
two vehicles are needed

18. Does your agency charge for trips?
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Value

Count

Percent

Yes (please describe your fare structure)

10

62.5%

No, but donations and contributions are
appreciated.

6

37.5%

Fare structure
$25 each way
$3.50 pickup and $2.25 per mile
2X local fixed route fare
Based on actual miles
See comments
Start $150.00 round trip
We bill through Medicaid, private pay clients
are .50 to the mile
mileage
per trip

Comments
Based on actual miles and if they need to wait.
We bill waivers but not the individuals who receive the
service.
We do not charge for the local trips. Longer trips may
come with an additional charge $5-$10
based on mileage
per PUC rates, per mile
We do not accept donations from patients. If they choose
to participate in a fundraising event...outside of their
treatment they could make a donation there.
Destinations inside Lakewood $3 each way. Destinations
outside Lakewood to program boundaries $4 each way.
Group shopping trips $1.50 each way. Reduced fares
available based on income.
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19. How do passengers pay for trips? Please check all that apply:

Value

Count Percent

Passenger pays driver with cash.

6

35.3%

Passenger pays driver with credit card.

2

11.8%

Passenger pays driver with voucher.

2

11.8%

Passenger pays driver with other non-cash form of payment (i.e. checks).

5

29.4%

Passenger does not pay.

4

23.5%

Contributions are accepted.

5

29.4%

Your agency or the transportation provider bills Medicaid.

6

35.3%

Your agency or the transportation provider bills another agency (i.e. VA, AAA).

6

35.3%

Other (please describe) – see below

7

41.2%

Other
10-Ride Tickets
Agency absorbs cost
Bill passenger
Most have it go on their monthly bill for us
Resident is billed
Send a bill to the families monthly for private pay
clients
paid thru organization that schedules
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20. Please indicate which of the following transportation funding resources
your organization receives:

Value

Count Percent

FTA (Federal Transit Administration) i.e. Dept. of Education, Voc Rehab, Dept. of
Labor, HUD, EPA, VA, Section 5310, 5311)

3

21.4%

Older Americans, Title IIIB Funding

2

14.3%

Medicaid, Title XIX

2

14.3%

Medicaid HCBS – waiver

7

50.0%

Medicaid State Plan

2

14.3%

Social Services block grant, Title XX

0

0.0%

Community Services Block Grant

0

0.0%

Community Center Board Funding

1

7.1%

Head Start

1

7.1%

Fares

6

42.9%

Fundraising and donations

7

50.0%

Non-profits, foundations, and/or private business (e.g., Colorado Developmental
Disabilities Council, Daniels Fund, Rose Foundation, Coors)

2

14.3%

Contract revenue

6

42.9%

State transit assistance (i.e. FASTER through CDOT, Dept. of Local Affairs, Dept. of
Education)

2

14.3%

Local government (cities, counties) transit grants or subsidies

5

35.7%
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Value

Count Percent

Other state and local government programs. Please identify (none identified)

"Any other program. Please identify"

Count

Grant In-kind/Match

1

1

7.1%

Comments
Douglas County contributes a small amount ONLY towards Douglas County client rides
Local tax revenue
N/A; all pay privately
Other federal programs (i.e. Dept of Education, Voc Rehab, Dept of Labor, HUD,
EPA, VA). Please identify (VA for Adult Day transportation)

1

7.1%

21. Do you have clients who are unable to get a ride or all of the rides they
need due either to a lack of funding on the part of your agency or on the part
of the client?
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Value

Count

Percent

Yes

10

55.6%

No

8

44.4%
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22. Is your agency able to accommodate a ride request:

Value

Count Percent

Within an hour

1

5.3%

Within twenty-four hours

4

21.1%

Two to seven days out

3

15.8%

Only more than a week ahead

0

0.0%

Varies at the agency's discretion, based on schedule
load, number of drivers available, etc.

7

36.8%

We only offer fixed route service

0

0.0%

Other (please explain)

4

21.1%

Responses for "Other (please
explain)"
4 business days
Next day for medical follow up
Only provide scheduled service
Per Appt.
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23. Do you have clients who are unable to receive a ride even though they have called
within the appropriate time frame?

Value Count
Yes

14

No

3

Percent
82.4%
17.7%
Regional Transportation District, SRC Evergreen,
Stepping Stone Support Center, We Care Medical Transportation

24. Please give a few reasons why they are unable to get a ride (i.e. the schedule was
full at that time, funding issue, vehicle size):
Count
Response

3

Clients want to go out of the service area boundaries / Distance

1

Funding

8

Schedule full / Bus at capacity / Transport agency booked / Booked
time slots / Route full

1

no available driver

1

no volunteer available

2

Time / Time of ride

1

Outside transport doesn’t show up for appt.

1

Route full

1

Length of rid

1

Location

1

Personal trip; too many medical and nutritional trips to accommodate
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25. Does your organization regularly have a wait list of unfulfilled ride
requests?

Value

Count

Percent

Yes

6

28.6%

No

15

71.4%

26. Which of the following factors have played a primary role in limiting your
ability to meet unfulfilled demand? Please check all that apply:

Value

Count

Percent

Too many individuals requiring your agency's services.

5

71.4%

Not enough staff to handle the transportation demand.

4

57.1%

Difficulty in hiring enough qualified drivers.

2

28.6%

Too few vehicles to meet demand.

1

14.3%

Inability to combine funding sources.

2

28.6%

Too little funding to expand our services.

5

71.4%

Other: Not enough volunteers

2

28.6%
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Comments
Jefferson County is very wide-spread, it is difficult having stops
that will work for every family that needs transportation.

27. What trip purpose (i.e. medical appointment, groceries, social) most frequently
appears on your unfulfilled ride list?

Response
personal
personal trips, medical appointments
short notice

28. What percent of your annual trips are demand response (i.e. flexible
routing and scheduling according to passenger needs)?
Count

Response

2

0%

4

100%

2

25%

1

40%

3

5%

2

70%

1

75%

1

80%

2

90%

29. What percent of your annual trips are subscription (i.e. ongoing regular
trips scheduled in advance, without the need to call before each trip)?
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Count

Response

2

0%

1

1%

2

10%

1

100%
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Count

Response

1

2%

1

20%

1

25%

2

30%

1

55%

1

60%

2

75%

3

95%

30. How many total unduplicated clients does your agency serve
per year?

Agency
American Cancer Society

Number of total
unduplicated
clients
200-300

Aspen Ridge/Jeffco

210+

Atria Applewood

100

Broomfield Senior Services

250

Careful Wheels Transportation

60

Choice Living Services

56

Colorado Community Health Alliance
(RCCO 6)

How many are eligible for
transportation benefits

50%

105,000

all

Colorado Housing Assistance Corp

1200

unknown

Covenant Village of Colorado

300

DDRC

3300

Family Tree
Golden Orchard, Inc.

30,000

30,000

16 +

?

JCMH- clinician

20,000

Jeffco Schools

2500
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Agency

Jefferson Center
Jefferson County Head Start

Number of total
unduplicated
clients
23,000

2600 approximately

Jefferson County Housing Authority Lewis Court and Canyon Gate

125

Jefferson County Housing AuthorityCaesar Square Apts.

Approx. 275

Jefferson County Human Services

20,000

Entire population

Marcella Manor Apartments

220

metro west housing solutions

2,500

Nightingale Lane

25%

At this facility 79 units

390

Mountains Taxi

125

I would say 2/3 have own
vehicle

Lakewood Rides

Metro West Housing Solutions/
Creekside Senior Apartment Campus

60% (50% have Medicaid, 10%
are seniors)

406

Jefferson County Housing Authority

Jefferson County Housing AuthorityGreen Ridge Meadows Apts

How many are eligible for
transportation benefits

210

220

210

Varies

28

Seniors' Resource Center

2000

Seniors Resource Center/Evergreen

120

Stepping Stone Support Center

40

mostly families transport but we
have had residents who were
unable to get into family cars

The Action Center

30,000

30,000

The American Legion

300??

10

Western Hills Health Care Center

approx. 300

WestLake Care Community

69

Wheels on Wheels Paratransit

200
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32. Which type(s) of transportation do your clients need? Please check all that
apply:

Value

Count Percent

Fixed route RTD service

18

62.1%

RTD service that can go off route on request (i.e. Call-NRide)

20

69.0%

Curb to curb (the client is dropped off at their destination)

19

65.5%

Door to door (the client is assisted directly from the door at
pick up to the door at their destination)

18

62.1%

Door through door (the client is assisted into a home or
facility)

9

31.0%

Service that accommodates wheelchairs and other mobility
devices.

25

86.2%

Escort / companion assistance

11

37.9%

Other

1

3.5%

Comments
all apply to some of our clients depending on need
We have also used Yellow cab for wheelchair transport they were the most cost
effective for the family
As a property manager, I try to help as much as I can during my off hours. I have
people who are shut in due to not being able to walk or need a ride to the bus
stop or the store.
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33. Do your clients have unmet human service transportation needs? Human
service transportation means getting clients to appointments, services or
community support. For the purposes of this survey, we want to know the
needs of your agency's Jefferson County clients only.

Value

Count

Percent

Yes

40

90.9%

No

4 (Atria Applewood, Love INC Littleton, Covenant
Village of Colorado, Concordia on the Lake)

9.1%
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34. For which of the following do your organization and/or clients have unmet
transportation needs? Please check all that apply:

Value

Count Percent

Medical appointments (doctor, dentist, health/wellness)

29

76.3%

Getting to/from work

17

44.7%

Trips to agencies / social service providers

21

55.3%

Senior meal sites

9

23.7%

Adult day programs

11

29.0%

Grocery shopping

14

36.8%

Personal and quality of life trips

18

47.4%

Getting to/from work between 8:00-10:00PM

0

0.0%

Getting to/from work after 10:00PM

0

0.0%

Weekend activities

15

39.5%

Getting kids to childcare, school or school activities

13

34.2%

Attending training or education classes

14

36.8%

Travel to surrounding communities

16

42.1%

Does not apply to my agency

2

5.3%

Other: Geographically underserved areas, such as Conifer
and Ralston Valley, getting to meetings, visiting family

4

10.5%
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Comments
For any and all needs where AAR does not service anymore
I do not know of the unmet services needed but do know the need exists
We have very few Jeffco clients that I don't really know.
SRC covers over 1600 sq miles but some requests (isolated mountain or
destinations that create poor vehicle use) cannot be addressed
We have given rides on our own time to medical appointments, hospital
procedures, grocery stores, banks and to catch the buses.
Example: A client who is homeless, living on the streets, called asking for
transportation resources to get to an appointment with his housing coordinator.
He is apparently being offered subsidized housing, but if he can't make it to the
appointment, he will not be able to complete the process to get housing.

35. You indicated that getting to and from work is sometimes difficult for your
clients. Please identify the most commonly under-served times (i.e. from 8pm
to 5am)
Timeframe
Timeframe
You indicated that getting to and from work
is sometimes difficult for your clients.
Please identify the most commonly underserved times (i.e. from 8pm to 5am)
Weekends
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8
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1
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1

1
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36. Why do you think there are unmet transportation needs in our community?
Please check all that apply:

Value

Count

Percent

Needed service isn't available (i.e. days, hours needed)

25

59.5%

Transportation for a specific type of trip isn't available
(i.e. to visit a friend)

14

33.3%

Scheduling is too difficult

15

35.7%

Fares are too high

21

50.0%

Vehicles aren't appropriate (i.e. not accessible)

4

9.5%

Lack of same day service

17

40.5%

Agency policies or restrictions and/or eligibility
qualifications

17

40.5%

Funding to agencies and transportation providers is
inadequate to provide enough support

21

50.0%

Lack of information about available options

12

28.6%

There are no transportation options that go where my
clients need to go

12

28.6%

Language barrier

5

11.9%

Cultural norms or values

2

4.8%

Other

1

2.4%
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Comments
Not familiar enough to answer
Scheduling based on demand renders some clients with unmet transportation.
(schedule full)
don't know
Example: Total Transit is only for Medicaid-covered appointments, and their
services are very unreliable. Also not all of our clients have Medicaid.
Many times a resident’s doctor, dentist etc. are out of the demographic area the
agency provides.
We have been told that Medicaid transportation does not support people with
Medicare and Medicaid so that they no longer qualify for rides.
Senior Resource Center tries to accommodate but they are restricted to volunteer
drivers. I had a resident transfer to another community and calling around due to the
resident needing transportation on a weekend and being confined to a wheelchair
the quotes I received were $200 and up for a 15 mile transport. Yellow cab was the
best option for the family.
Those that can work are working retail and have difficulty getting transportation
during the hours needed. Also, those who do have some kind of voucher, I have
seen sit on our stairs almost an hour waiting for their ride.
Senior Resource Center provides a lot of transportation but has become
overbooked and often cancels driving appointments less than 24 hours before a
scheduled pick-up.
SRC and RTD provides the majority of transportation services and are very good t
that but they are restricted on weekends and unscheduled trips.
The biggest complaint I hear is about the disabled individual under age 60--there
are very few (if any) options for them.
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37. Have changes in funding reimbursement or recovery affected your
agency's ability to provide service?

Value

Count

Percent

Yes

11

26.2%

No

31

73.8%

38. How have the changes in funding reimbursement / recovery affected your
service delivery? Please check all that apply:
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Value

Count

Percent

We had to reduce service hours

2- DDRC, SRC–
Evergreen

40.0%

We had to reduce the number of clients served

2 – Careful Wheels,
Colorado Mobility

40.0%

We had to reduce the number of vehicles on the road

2 – Careful Wheels,
Kids Wheels

40.0%

We had to reduce the number of paid drivers

2 – Careful Wheels,
Kids Wheels

40.0%

Other

0

0.0%

39. Does your agency provide any form of financial assistance to your
program recipients for transportation? Please check all that apply:

Value

Count

Percent

Getting to/from work between 8:00-10:00PM

0

0.0%

Getting to/from work after 10:00PM

0

0.0%

Cash assistance

1

2.2%

Vouchers

7

15.2%

Bus passes

12

26.1%

Subsidies

3

6.5%

Other

10

21.7%

No assistance is provided

22

47.8%
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Other
Donation
Family members will assist with costs when needed
Post have Vet Grant Funds
RTD Bus Tickets
Reduced fares
assistance with requests for funding
gas and car repair
in development

Comments
In part of the HUD Section 8 housing each resident is responsible for their own transportation.
Very seldom we have RTD passes
discounted passes to purchase -limited number available
Because our service is on a donation basis, people can ride for free if they need to. No formal
financial assistance program is needed.
We can provide transportation for some but not all of our clients. We assist financially if
necessary
Some bus tickets for very emergent needs. Van drivers for intensive clients (less than 30% of
our clients)
We are private pay but have affordable rents compared to other communities so our residents
cannot afford $200 trips. We also serve independent residents who may not be able to drive.
We provide them with transportation to medical appointments and grocery Shopping but only
on specific days and times which are not always convenient for them.
Often times when we are over booked other residents who do still drive will take a resident
that needs a ride.

40. How do you best handle a situation when a client is unable to get to work
for lack of transportation?
Response
Bus pass or transportation allowance
Look for other community resources
N/A
Refer them to DRMAC
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41. Please rank how current transportation services could be improved for
your clients:
Overall
Item
Score1
Rank
Service is more readily available (i.e. same day service)

312

1

Improved affordability

270

2

More service that is accessible for people with
disabilities

264

3

Expanded hours of operation

259

4

Better marketing/education and more awareness of
options for both agency employees and clients

244

5

Additional funding to increase fleet, number of drivers

244

6

Better coordination between service providers

237

7

Service that can accommodate different trip types in one
outing (i.e. medical + grocery shopping)

236

8

Expanded service boundaries (out of town, county)

236

9

Central dispatch/information source (one phone number
to call for ride, etc.)

192

10

Ability to commingle funding types

138

11

Other (please identify in the comments box below.)

57

12

1

Score is a weighted calculation. Items ranked
first are valued higher than the following
ranks; the score is the sum of all weighted
rank counts.

Comments
Additional funding for individuals on the waitlist
we need more volunteers
A large percentage of our residents drive themselves to appointments, stores,
etc. In a number of cases, the resident's families provide transportation. A few of
our residents use Access-A-Ride for doctor appointments.
Access-a-ride doesn't travel to some areas, making it difficult for the participants
to have any transportation anywhere
When I say more services for people with disabilities, I mean more services for
people with mental health disabilities. Also, current services like Total Transit are
often not reliable.
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42. What percentage growth trend in transportation requests has your agency
seen in the last 5 years (2010-2014)?

Value

Count Percent

Our agency has had no increase or there's
been a decrease in demand.

9

20.9%

1-25%

18

41.9%

26-50%

9

20.9%

51-75%

4

9.3%

76-100%

1

2.3%

More than 100%

2

4.7%

43. Please identify the reasons why there's been no increase or there's been a
decrease in demand.
Response
Families are responsible for transportation
affordability
increased use of Access-a-Cab
need is still high
unknown
we do not provide transportation just offer
resources for transportation
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44. What factors have most influenced increases in requests for your service?
Please check all that apply:

Value

Count Percent

RTD service changes

9

25.7%

Poor service and/or customer satisfaction with
another provider

10

28.6%

Increased numbers of the population you serve (i.e.
aging population, low income)

25

71.4%

Increased need in the population you serve

18

51.4%

Cost of fuel

3

8.6%

Other

5

14.3%

"Other"
We are a new and still growing company
With funding
increased cost of transportation
increased number of medical appts
just started
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45. Has your agency been able to accommodate your transportation service
growth with an increase in the service you provide?

Value Count Percent
Yes

12

35.3%

No

22

64.7%

46. Do you take your clients' transportation costs into account when planning,
programming and budgeting?

Value
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Count Percent

Yes

15

35.7%

No

27

64.3%
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47. Please describe how you include transportation costs in your planning,
programming and budgeting:
Organization
Response
DDRC

As a separate department

Nightingale Lanes

Independent rides have increased in number of
times per week

Concordia

We carefully track our vehicle costs

Lakewood Rides

We do our best at planning efficient routes to
maintain cost effective service.

JCHA – Lewis Ct. and
Canyon Gate

When we schedule an outing we include the cost
of transportation with the cost of the activity.

Careful Wheels

Overhead

The Arc
Jefferson, Clear Creek &
Gilpin Counties

Put money in line items for predicted needs

The Action Center

Seek funding for this need

Family Tree

We always include in budget if grant allows

Covenant Village

Both the cost of vehicles (service and
maintenance) and cost of our staff and hours of
transportation is a part of our budget process every
year.

Jefferson County Head Start

We have a Transportation Priority Score
Worksheet we have clients fill out if they need
transportation to school on one of our buses.

48. If you could change one thing about human services transportation for
your clients, what would it be and why?
Response
?
Able to accommodate immediate transportation needs...
Allow the transportation services to reach all areas instead of limited areas
Better funding for transportation
Have an option for longer distance trips for them.
I would want the RTD drivers to be trained on how to better work with the disabled community.
More accessibility (services areas, vehicles, etc.)
More funding from the legislature for individuals on the wait lists
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Response
More public, affordable, door to door options.
More weekend and evening hours for affordable providers
Same day service for all qualified individuals.
The wait time for my tenants. I have seen them waiting in the snow for almost an hour.
coordinate service locations and route, more funding opportunities
Make bus service free.
more control of transportation benefit given
On time pick up and drop off.
Readily available transportation for Medicaid clients which is easy to sign up clients for.
timely availability
Tap into the RTD tax base since everyone pay and not all get needed service - this could create
more capacity
Eligibility for AaR should include cognitive/intellectual disability related issues. No regard for
individual safety needs. Also no regard for complex issues at all.
Easier accessibility to services for clients to take care of their human services needs throughout
the community. Take the services to them as much as possible. Decrease the number of face to
face appointments when possible.
I think that Lakewood rides does an outstanding job of supplying human service transportation. If
anything I would add more availability simply because our residents deserve and need it.
We offer a limited number of bus passes that someone can purchase at a discount. It would be
nice to increase the number available. This would aid job seekers and our most needy residents.
Increase availability of transportation options, including door to door services, for non-medical
appointments for low-income clients
Lower costs for people who have wheel chairs and or other physical assistance tools that are too
big and heavy for normal size cars.
Affordability - most of our clients cannot afford the costs of transportation, which is especially
important for essential trips like appointments or employment.
More information given to individuals who are not on Medicaid. Most low income seniors are
unaware they may qualify for benefits if they do not qualify or have need for Medicaid
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49. The Jefferson County Local Coordinating Council for Human Services
Transportation is a community-wide collaboration of individuals and agencies
who want to improve transportation options, especially for the elderly, people
with disabilities and low income populations. Our membership includes
transportation providers, concerned citizens, and human service agencies.
Please tell us if you/your organization is:

Value

Phase II Gaps Analysis

Count Percent

A current member

10

23.8%

Interested in being a
member - send me info!

9

21.4%

Interested in receiving
regular updates

12

28.6%

Not interested at this time.

11

26.2%
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50. Would you be interested in learning about human services transportation
resources and how to integrate transportation into your agency planning?
Please check all that apply:

Value

Count

Percent

Information session

14

43.8%

Webinar

19

59.4%

Other

6

18.8%

"Other"
(2) emails
In writing
correspondence
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51. Please share any final comments or suggestions:
Response
Thank you for doing this survey and looking for ways to assist people with
transportation needs.
Thanks for your efforts!
It will be important to have transportation affordable and available for my residents.
We do not have an affordable grocery store around us and they will need to get to
and from appointments. We all try to help and give rides when needed.
There needs to be more funding to accommodate the growing population for senior
transport. Our company is mainly for children but have many requests for senior
transport.
Getting the information to the public is important and allowing individuals the chance
to visit a friend or family member at an affordable rate is something we should all try
to do. I understand it is challenging and funds are not always available but has been
proven that the elderly who are in the best health have a well balanced lives
including being able to maintain contact with those that meet their emotional needs
instead of just focusing on physical needs.
More residents living in this community would benefit from transportation services if
those transportation services could be expanded to other areas besides having to
ride on an RTD bus.
Thank you for doing this. There is definitely a need for better organized and available
transportation for our clients.
With the growing older adult population, we continually need to be planning and
coming up with ways to accommodate the expanding needs of our community.
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Appendix C
10-Question Follow Up Survey of Transit Providers
Responding Agencies
City of Lakewood
Colorado Mobility
DDRC
Lakewood
Regional Transportation District
SRC
Stepping Stone Support Center
Western Hills Health Care Center
kids wheels llc
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1. In our initial survey, more than 62% of respondents who provide transportation
said that they have seen up to 50% growth in the demand for their services. As a
provider, do you anticipate that you will expand your transportation services in the
next three years to address the increased need?

No
17%

Yes
83%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

83.3%

5

No

16.7%

1

Total

6

2. How will you finance an expansion of your transportation services?
Response
Increase budget to provide for more outside transportation
Personal means , through profit the company makes
Seek additional funding from current sources.
This is my biggest question but we are a Medicaid provider through the state and serve
DDRC, RMHS, and DP and can bill Medicaid for transportation services. We are
experimenting with this with two individuals who we have a driver drive to and from work, but
our reimbursement rate from Medicaid and what we can pay the drivers is extremely low so
we are trying to find some better options.

3. Please explain why you don't anticipate expanding and how you plan on meeting
any increase in demand:
Response
Cost
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4. If the opportunity presented itself and funding wasn't an issue or was provided,
would you accommodate trips outside of your regular clientele? Please explain your
selection in the comments box below.

Yes
40%
No
60%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

40.0%

2

No

60.0%

3

Total

5

Comments
Licensing is an issue
our in house transportation is for our patients only
If the proper rates were put into place and there was possibility of funding for better
vehicles than. It would be realistic to cover more trips.
We have reached our current capacity based on vehicles. We do plan to add vehicles when
possible, either retain older or seek funds for expansion of the fleet.
Accommodating trips outside our clientele would mean us providing transportation for
individuals with developmental disabilities to and from work (which right now we can't be
consistent on), or providing transportation to fun activities, but we would stay within our
target population of adults with developmental disabilities
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5. Do you currently use scheduling software or other technologies that result in efficiencies
in meeting demand?

No
33%

Yes
67%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

66.7%

4

No

33.3%

2

Total

6

6. Please tell us what you're using (i.e. which software program or technology, pencil and
paper):
Response
Google Maps
RouteMatch, demand-response
Subscription, not much goes into it.
software scheduling that we have created
We primarily use our software to collect our services notes for us to bill Medicaid, BUT we
also add in if we provided transportation or not which is then collected and allows our
billing department to bill Medicaid off of our date collected on quick base
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7. If you could expand/improve your transportation services, what would it look like? Why?
Response
Another vehicle and another driver.
Less reliance on "bigger" vans and airport shuttles
We have optimized as much as possible but seek to improve routing efficiencies. We plan to
add some Saturday service and work with adjacent counties to minimize service duplication.
Newer vehicles, more technology. Better transport is better on gas expense and less repairs
which would allow for more money to go into the company.
I love the idea of UBER or LYFT where people can get rides quickly. I think this could be a
great resource for this population if we could figure out scheduling in advance for those who
need to know they will be getting to and from work a week or so prior. I have some ideas
and would love to collaborate with people to see if this would be a feasible option.
8. Because of increasingly limited federal and grant monies available to fund transportation, some
interested individuals are proposing that changes in legislative regulations (federal, state, county, city or
school boards) are one approach and potential solution to the growing transportation needs of the
elderly, people with disabilities and low income populations. What legislative changes would you like to
see that might help improve mobility services? What impediments do you anticipate?
Response
N/a won't happen
I do not anticipate any changes in the near future. Those outside transportation co.s
providing services at this time are not reliable due to their lack of qualified personnel.
Qualified personnel will not be found at $10/hr. and qualified co.s cannot afford to transport
@ $40.00 each way.
To many rules/regs/etc for funds that are often through the same state organization.
Perhaps reducing silos at a state level.
Obviously there are always fiscal constraints and short of increased taxes which no elected
would attempt, a dedicated dollar amount supporting transit would be good. A larger
percentage of FASTER could be used? RTD could support local services recognizing the
efficiencies they provide while moving people away from the more costly RTD ADA service
I apologize, this is not my forte... but I think having some tax dollars go toward employing
more drivers so some areas of the state are not "inaccessible" on some days, this makes it
so hard for some of these individuals to have a life because transportation doesn't go to
these areas. Also, our problem is reimbursing our drivers gas money PLUS the time they
spend driving in the car. Maybe have a separate section on the SLS and COMP waivers
through Medicaid for transportation ONLY and reimburse more so we can pay drivers well
and there will be a want to work in this industry.
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9. Results from our earlier survey clearly showed that there are far more people needing
rides than any of the current services can accommodate. The vast majority (83%) have
clients who are unable to receive a ride even though they have called within the appropriate
time frame. Please help us understand what prevents your agency from increasing your
capacity to meet the growing demand. Please check all that apply:
60% 60% - Too
Our inability
Rules that 60% - Level of
Demand is
little
or
to extend
govern the assistance we
60% - Funding
We are
growing more
uncertain
provide
service days
use of
sources that
unable
to
20% - and/or funding funding
quickly than
don’t get
Inability to
we can… afford
hours., 40
dollars…
processed in
upgraded20% commingle
Inability
to types
a timely…
technology
…
trip
commingle
funding types

Value

Percent

Count

Demand is growing more quickly than we
can expand

60.0%

3

We are unable to afford upgraded
technology (i.e. scheduling software) that
would make scheduling more efficient

20.0%

1

Our inability to commingle funding types

20.0%

1

Our inability to commingle trip types

20.0%

1

Our inability to extend service days and/or
hours.

40.0%

2

Too little or uncertain funding

60.0%

3

Rules that govern the use of funding dollars
received

40.0%

2

Funding sources that don’t get processed in
a timely manner

60.0%

3

Level of assistance we provide (i.e. door60.0%
through-door, wheelchair, dialysis) requires a
longer time commitment per client-ride

3

Total

5
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10. On which of the following would you consider inter-agency sharing of resources and
coordination of transportation services (please check all that apply):
Centralized
Contract
Purchasing
Driver training, 80
Joint pooling or
vehicle
transportation
vehicles
Centralized
sharing vehicles
maintenance,
80
service to other
Centralized
local
cooperatively, 60
fueling
stations,
among agencies,
call center / agencies, 80
Sharing drivers
40
20
dispatch that
across agencies,
works on…
20

Value

Percent

Count

Driver training

80.0%

4

Centralized vehicle maintenance

80.0%

4

Contract transportation service to other agencies

80.0%

4

Purchasing vehicles cooperatively

60.0%

3

Centralized fueling stations

40.0%

2

Joint pooling or sharing vehicles among agencies

20.0%

1

Centralized local call center / dispatch that works on scheduling trips that
will be distributed to whichever provider is available to accommodate a ride.

20.0%

1

Sharing drivers across agencies

20.0%

1

Total

5

Comments
I like all of these but I am wondering if we make another call in local center, then it will again get
too big and people will not get the services they need in a timely fashion. If we would have a bunch
of agencies (referring to adult with developmental disabilities) serving their own area of the
population, then it is more local to the area and might be more personal and efficient. I don't think,
just throwing ideas out there!

Please share any final comments or suggestions:
Getting the VA involved would be great, getting DDRC more connected and less client centric
I think this is such a great survey and would LOVE to be part of some great solutions! Please let me know!
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Appendix D
The Action Center - Client Interviews
The purpose of the client interviews was to incorporate an outreach mechanism that
allowed for the research not only to use the survey results, but also to incorporate
the voice of the transit-dependent - to more genuinely reflect the actual transit-user
experience and the vicissitudes with which they are faced when trying to access
transportation services in Jefferson County.
Count
19

Response
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus fare is too expensive / price / cost
Can get everywhere on bus, light rail but can't always afford it.
Everyone homeless needs a free bus pass - it's very difficult to
manage
Free rides for people who can't afford it
Free shuttle service esp. for the disabled and seniors
More bus tickets / funding for assistance.
Need more free passes
cheaper monthly bus passes // funding to help out
More bus passes for people
More free passes or assistance

1

Bus could run later at night for jobs - late shifts get off and have to wait for
hours.

1

Better communication

1

Bus stops need shelters, esp. in winter. It can be so cold standing out there.

1

COST // clean sidewalks so people can get to the bus stop

1

Denver drivers are rude; she's scared to go there.

1

Golden CallnRide afternoon driver, female, drives "like a bat out of hell"

1

LR - zones are expensive - takes 4 zones to get downtown: CUT COST

1

Later hours for RTD // 15 min. schedule instead of 30 min - esp. because of
weather.

1

Light rail too expensive; bus good.

1

More bus shelters at stops // 1st and wads worth southbound: rusted seat
can't use it.

1

More frequent service for bus lines

1

More tokens / like the student pass program
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Count

Response

1

Need $$ for gas.

1

PRICE patience of bus drivers

1

People on the bus scare him; run later at night so people who get off work can
get home

1

Schedule more bus times

1

Seems to be getting better - #16 now runs every 15 min.

1

free gas for people in need

1

leg room and baggage room on buses.

1

no functional system

1

no service w of kipling/simms (uninc. JC)

1

reduce pollution

1

thinks it's great

1

I'm not a mom, but the stroller policy needs to change - drivers want moms to
collapse strollers, but moms have their hands full, have a baby bag, maybe
groceries and then have to carry a kid and a stroller?!

1

Computer system needs to be more accurate, needs a receptionist - callnride
drivers answer the phone while they're driving.

1

Bus - more frequent times, especially on weekends. Sunday's stink. More
shelters, benches, trash cans at the stops PRICE

1

Make information more accessible / make schedules more precise / more
route schedules available on buses.

1

More access for wheel chairs // more door to door service because of
weather, traffic - feels unsafe
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3. How did you get here today?

Carpool
5%

Other
18%
Drive
yourself
25%

Bus
36%

Walk
16%

Value

Percent

Count

Bus

35.7%

20

Walk

16.1%

9

Drive yourself

25.0%

14

Carpool

5.4%

3

Other

17.9%

10

Total

56

4. How often do you need some kind of transportation?
Count

Response

25

daily

2

2-3x/wk

1

2x/wk

1

4x/wk

1

5x/wk

1

8-10x/mo

1

all the time

2

almost daily

4

always

1

every chance to go somewhere

1

frequently

1

several times per day
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5. How do you get where you need to go?

Bike

Other
(required)
Drive yourself
Walk
Bus

Value

Percent

Count

Bus

74.1%

40

Bike

7.4%

4

Walk

38.9%

21

Drive yourself

24.1%

13

Other (required)

37.0%

20

Total

54

Comments
Usually takes the bus but just bought a new truck with her tax refund
6. Which of those do you use most often? Please tell me your top three in order of
use:
Score*

Overall Rank

Bus

114

1

Walk

45

2

Drive yourself

44

3

Other

37

4

Bike

7

5

Carpool

2

6

Score is a weighted calculation. Items ranked first are valued higher than the following ranks, the
score is the sum of all weighted rank counts.
Comments
2-borrow son's car; 3 - light rail
First Transit
LR
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fiance
hitchhikes, but her husband doesn't like her to.
light rail
lt rail
lt rail , family friends
lt. rail
ride w/cousin
7. Why are those the three you use most frequently?
Response
Can't get a license
can't afford a car
easiest way to get around
no vehicle
only choice
only option
only options
8. Roughly how much do you think you spend each month on transportation?
Count

Response

1

0 - receives bus pass

4

100 / 100 min.

1

120

2

140

1

150

1

175-200

1

20

3

200

1

25

1

250-300
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Count

Response

1

30

7

40

5

50

1

60

2

60-70 / 70

1

69

1

79

5

80

1

80 bus pass

1

80-90

1

90

1

over 100

1

varies

Comments
Has RTD special discount card
gets tickets / finds transfers on the ground
with discount bus pas

9. What kinds of things do you use transportation for (what kinds of trips)?
Count

Response

1

Until recently, for work Recreational

2

all

3

all needs

1

appointments groceries

1

appts / anywhere

1

appts / school / groceries

1

doctors appt / groceries
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Count

Response

1

dr. / school / dentist / social services / food banks /
scrapping

1

dr. appt / library / errands

1

dr. appt // kids to school

1

dr. appts

1

errands, work

6

everything

1

fishing / garage + estate sales / social services

1

husband is ill - 2-3 appts/wk // medical // errands

1

job search

1

job search // social services // dr. appts

1

knee surgery / eyes/ therapy / dentist / social services

1

looking for work / looking for housing / going to the shelter

1

seek employment / medical /dr / grocery store /
recreational

1

store / friends, visits / appts

2

work

1

work visit grandchildren

1

work / business / med

1

work / medical

1

work / shopping / job interviews / visiting family / dr. appt.

1

work // social services // to clear her head
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10. Can you almost always get where you need to go?

No
13%

Yes
87%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

87.5%

35

No

12.5%

5

Total

40

Comments
Depending on $$
Sometimes - regional costs extra, which is hard to afford
anxiety issues
car is dependable
depends on fiance
not always

11. If not, why not - would you be willing to give me an example?
Response
No money
callnride computer system - no one calls back - leaves a msg. but no answer.
don't have a ride
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12. Can you almost always get there at the time you need to?
No
15%

Yes
85%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

84.6%

33

No

15.4%

6

Total

39

Comments
It's a half hour walk to get there.
Sunday schedule makes it (everything) difficult.
if have a ride
that's even more difficult
yes - but have to leave much earlier

13. If not, why not - would you be willing to give me an example?
Response
Had to get to human services agency but bus was late - he
got sanctioned for his food stamps
the buses are often late, esp. in bad weather.
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14. Do you need help when you travel? (If yes, please identify in comments
Yes
6%

No
94%

box).
Value

Percent

Count

Yes

6.3%

2

No

93.8%

30

Total

32

Count

Comments

1

Husband travels with her to appts

1

yes -had back surgery in Nov. - depends on a friend

15. Do you participate in any programs that provide free or reduced-cost bus passes
(if yes, pls. identify in comments box)?

No
48%

Yes
52%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

52.4%

22

No

47.6%

20

Total

Count

Comments

1

$45 bus pass / today will get 10 bus tix from Action Center

1

College bus pass

1

College pass program
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Count

Comments

1

Disability discount card - 50% off bus pass.

1

Farm Tree Action Center

1

Has a discount bus pass

1

Has an RTD Special Discount Card

3

JAC

1

JAC, Action Ctr.

1

JAC, Carlos ((?) Center

1

JAC, homeless shelter

1

Jeffco DHS // churches

1

Probation/JAC - "The Table" gives 2 free passes/wk.

1

Sober House provides a free bus pass

1

TANF, Jeffco DHS

1

Total Transit reimbursed for medical - is beginning to get
reimbursed for medical trips

1

churches

2

discount bus pass

1

prison minister

1

students get a pass through college
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16. Have you ever used any of the following:
Access-aRide
Senior
Resources…

Value

Percent

Count

Senior Resources Center

50.0%

1

Access-a-Ride

50.0%

1

Total

2

Count

Comments

1

Husband doesn't want to use them but is old enough

1

Used once for physical therapy - the dr. set it up

17. Do you feel like you know about most transportation options in Jefferson County?

No
25%
Yes
75%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

75.0%

6

No

25.0%

2

Total

8

18. Could you use help getting more information about the bus system or
other options?

No
33%

Yes
67%

Value

Percent Count

Yes

66.7%

4

No

33.3%

2

Total

6
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19. If you could change one thing about transportation in Jefferson Cty, what
would it be and why?
Count

Response

1

Better communication

1

Bus could run later at night for jobs - late shifts get off and have to wait for
hours.

1

Bus fare is too expensive

1

Bus stops need shelters, esp. in winter. It can be so cold standing out there.

1

COST / PRICE

1

COST // clean sidewalks so people can get to the bus stop

1

Can get everywhere on bus, light rail but can't always afford it.

1

Cost

1

Cost of bus passes

1

Denver drivers are rude; she's scared to go there.

1

Everyone homeless needs a free bus pass - it's very difficult to manage

1

Free rides for people who can't afford it

1

Free shuttle service esp. for the disabled and seniors

1

Golden CallnRide afternoon driver, female, drives "like a bat out of hell"

1

LR - zones are expensive - takes 4 zones to get downtown: CUT COST

1

Later hours for RTD // 15 min. schedule instead of 30 min - esp. because of
weather.

1

Light rail too expensive; bus good.

1

More bus shelters at stops // 1st and wadsworth southbound: rusted seat can't
use it.

1

More bus tickets / $$ for assistance.

1

More frequent service for bus lines

1

More tokens / like the student pass program

1

Need $$ for gas.

1

Need more free passes

1

PRICE patience of bus drivers

1

People on the bus scare him; run later at night so people who get off work can
get home
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Count

Response

1

Schedule more bus times

1

Seems to be getting better - #16 now runs every 15 min.

1

cheaper monthly bus passes // $$ to help out

1

free gas for people in need

1

leg room and baggage room on buses.

1

more bus passes for people

1

more free passes or assistance

1

no functional system

1

no service w of kipling/simms (uninc. JC)

1

reduce pollution

1

thinks it's great

1

I'm not a mom, but the stroller policy needs to change - drivers want moms to
collapse strollers, but moms have their hands full, have a baby bag, maybe
groceries and then have to carry a kid and a stroller?!

1

Computer system needs to be more accurate, needs a receptionist - callnride
drivers answer the phone while they're driving.

1

Bus - more frequent times, especially on weekends. Sunday's stink. More
shelters, benches, trash cans at the stops PRICE

1

Make information more accessible / make schedules more precise / more route
schedules available on buses.

1

More access for wheel chairs // more door to door service because of weather,
traffic - feels unsafe
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Appendix E
Stepping Stone/The Arc Report
2. Please tell us who you are:
9, 9%

91, 91%

Value

Percent Count

A person with a disability

9.3%

4

A friend or relative responding on behalf of a person with a disability (if
so, please respond to the following questions with the person with a
disability in mind)

90.7%

39

Total

43

Comments
Herman is a part of the program, but unable to respond to these types of questions
Parent.
Responding for my son that has a disability
Transitional para , High school
Work with students with disabilities
My son is in high school and has autism. He does not drive, but I applied for a RTD
Accessaride and they were supposed to send me an application, and they didn't!
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3. What is the nature of your disability?
120

98

100
80
60

29

40

Value

Percent

Count

Cognitive

97.6%

41

Physical

28.6%

12

Total

20

42

0
Cognitive

Physical

4. How often do you need some kind of transportation?
7, 7%

7, 7%

43, 43%
43, 43%

Value

Percent

Count

Daily

42.9%

18

3-5 times/week

42.9%

18

Just once or twice a week

7.1%

3

Only occasionally

7.1%

3

Total

42

Comments
He will need to and fro his program as well as trying to get a summer job
Not right now I am in roswell but I do get rides from mom and or dad
As my son gets older, he will be needing more and more reliable transportation. They
should be able to cut down the time for pick up and drop off to within 15 minutes. It is hard
for some of these people with cognitive disabilities to always have to wait, wait, wait. It isn't
their fault they are disabled. They deserve RTD Transportation that is reliable, with friendly
and trustworthy people ready to help.
I am responding with what my daughter would need. She is currently attending college out
of state.
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5. How do you get where you need to go? Please drag and drop your top three ways of
getting where you need to go into the box on the right - in the order of which you use
most often.
Score*

Overall Rank

A friend or family member drives me

101

1

Other (please identify in the comments box below)

44

2

Access-a-Ride

40

3

RTD Bus

25

4

Carpool

18

5

Walk

18

6

Bike

2

7

Drive yourself

2

8

Score is a weighted calculation. Items ranked first are valued higher than the following ranks, the score is
the sum of all weighted rank counts.

Comments
#2 Am picked up by the bus provided by my day program.
2. Jordyn rides the school bus to the transition program every morning.
Acces a cab
Both of her groups pick her up and bring her home and I transport the rest of the time.
Bryn's team picks up Herman on Fridays
Call and Ride
Call n Ride
Community Outreach transportation
Day Program picks up twice a week.
Have a neighbor or friend of family take me
Hire someone to drive
I have found call a ride and access a ride to be unreliable.
I wish Access-A-Ride, but they turned me down. My work provides rides to and from
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Comments
Lakewood rides, at times access a ride, and day program
My friends some time take me places
My parents drive me
No other option
Provider/Staff may drive me
SLS services
Transportation to/from day program provided (for a fee paid by SLS waiver) 4 days/week.
Van from day program
Yellow cab, she is on EBD at this time
first Transit or Red Fox transport or private paid provider
I drive my son everywhere. I do need some relief from this as I need to go back to work at
some point once he graduates from High School next year. I wish that RTD would have
sent me the accessaride application like I applied for a few weeks ago. Where is it? Chris
Parr
Transportation by Day Program provider for group respite participation. Very Limited area. If
were to move or relocate, we would not have transportation available from this provider &
would be very limited in other options due to cost, time & reliability of other public providers!
RARELY USE ACCESS A RIDE. RESTRICTED AREAS, TIME & ! RELIABILITY MAKES
VERY LAST CHOICE OR NOT AT ALL
Our son qualifies for a rtd pass but we live too far from a bus stop for access a ride. He
uses a car service to get to his day program
We use call -n- ride and is not always reliable. We have students that are in wheel chairs
and are non-verbal.

6. Roughly how much do you think you spend each month on transportation?
Count

Response

5

$0 (one mentioned having an AAR card)

3

$100

1

$100-150m

1

$125
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Count

Response

1

$140

1

$145 for tickets

1

$175.00

1

$180.00

1

$20.00

2

$200

1

$275 MINIMUM

1

$300

2

$60

2

$75.00

1

10.00

1

20.00

1

200.00

1

25.00

1

5 hours

2

50.00

2

Do not know

1

Very hard to say.

1

i haven't tracked it

1

not sure

1

time? 3 hours

2

varies

Comments
50.00
I cannot safely use public transportation by myself.
Most students have access a ride passes's
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Comments
To get to and from work
its less a cost problem and more of an availability problem.
I used to spend about $200/month on Access-A-Ride but don't use that now. I will again
when I get a job.
SLS now paying for van starting 03-01-15. Other than for day program parents transport
to church , doctors, leisure activities.
If my daughter was using access a ride for transportation to and from a job site, I would
estimate $108 per month ($9 per day, 3 days per week, 4 weeks per month). This does
not take into account the expenses incurred by family members who provide
transportation.
DDRC provides a bus pass and parents and The Arc Thrift Staff take provide rides to
places I couldn't go by bus.
Parent picks up expense. Average 325-375 miles per month depending on activities.
Above number reached by 350 miles x $0.50 per mile = $175.00
I get a pass through Medicaid and my mom drives me. I depend on m mom mostlly
because I get afraid to ride the bus always at night and sometimes in the day.

7. What kinds of things do you use transportation for (what kinds of trips)?
Response
Back and forth to community outreach
Back and forth to school (program) , work
Back and forth to the elementary school, governors ranch, to doctors, to stores.
Bus light rail
Day Program
Day programs Week-end programs Therapy
Denver zoo sometime for the children's hospital
Events
Going to Spectrum and Stepping Stones, movies and such
Going to school and work, community outings for students with disabilites.
Hire someone to drive me.
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Response
I'll need transportation for a job.
Job, Social Activities
Medial appointments, work, programs, events, time with friends
School Dr. appointments
Shopping, eating out, recreation, visiting family and day program
Stepping Stone, day trips with schoolmates
Therapy, school, exercise activities
To get to day program-twice a week. This will increase to 4/week once school is over in
May.
(4) To work, community outings
Transportation to work, recreation/leisure activities, adult day program
Work, SLS services
Work, looking for work, day program, recreation
(2) Work, social activities, day program, friends house
day program, recreation and work
light rail to downtown for pleasure
medicla appointments, dental appointmenst, lab appts
to work, to day program, and to volunteer
work, school, leisure
work, shopping, occasional leisure activity
Medical, Recreation, Education, Adult Day Program, Grocery Shopping, Banking,
Church Activities, Family & Friends activities, etc.
Work; see friends; school; day trips; shopping; dance; vision therapy; doctor; dentist;
restaurants; bowling; Special Olympics; skiing with NSCD; movies;
EasterSeals discovery club, day program, volunteer opportunities, recreation center,
medical and dental appointments
To/from day program To/from friends' houses To/from exercise/dance classes, as well as
other recreational activities Running errands (shopping, doctor appointments, etc.)
To take students to volunteer and job training . Recreational purposes , to teach
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Response
students how to ride the RTD, to shop etc.
Work, including volunteer work. Activities. Shopping (both for household needs and
personal needs).
To morning care, to afternoon care,To/from day program, medical appointments, day
program community trips, and to/from social events.
Church, medical and dental appointments, shopping, therapeutic horse riding, skiing,
and any place family goes
Outings with my son. Respite care providers could take him out into the community if
they had improved RTD Transportation reliability to go to places like the zoo, train
museum, etc.

Comments
Kind of defeats the purpose of me working...especially given how little I make.
Often the call n ride does not show up so the students are unable to go to work.
We need more call N ride buses !
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8. Can you almost always get where you need to go?

40,
40%
60,
60%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

59.5%

25

No

40.5%

17

Total

42

Comments
Because I use Access-a-Ride on a such a limited basis, I can get where I need to at this time.
Because of family support.
Family provides transportation.
For now as long as parents are able.
Have to be within 3/4 mile of bus stop so areas outside of that have no access
Have to use Call n ride but it is not always reliable
I plan regular transportation and my parents take me anywhere else.
I rely on my family and friends
Most of the time
Please refer to answer to Question #9
The call n ride only is available south of Bowles east of Kipling. Need to expand riding area.
Except when the weather makes it difficult driving, when my caregivers are ill, or when the
transportation vehicle is unavailable.
If mom and dad can't take him, he usually doesn't go or he walks....except for his day program
for which he has a car service.
If my mom can't take me then I try to take the bus but I get freaked out and then sometimes i
walk home.
I do not live in the access a ride area so that is not an option. The call and ride schedule is
frequently full and if you have a wheelchair and need extra time, the times to schedule pick
ups are very difficult to find unless you dcheid le trips several weeks ahead of time.
My sons respite care provider does not have reliable transportation and we are not always
able to take our son to the places he would like to go on weekends.
Currently live with family, so transportation is readily available. This will be more difficult once
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Comments
I live elsewhere (in a supported living environment.) The current situation puts an undue
burden on my family to get me places.
My sons special ed class has tried to use accessaride, but they arrive 30 minutes to 1 hour
late! Then they won't bring the kids where they actually need to go! When you have such
limitations in service locations and such late pickups, it negates what the service is supposed
to provide for those kids. You can surely do better than that! My son's special ed class is at
Chatfield Senior H.S. You should be able to pick those kids up on time and bring them to
where they need to go. Your rules are so cumbersome, that nobody wants to even use your
service! Fix it for those poor disabled kids and other people who need and depend on
accessaride! Shame on you!

9. If not, why not - would you be willing to give me an example?
Response
Because the bus doesn't go their
Can't drive.
I can't as RTD has not responded to my request to get
Accessaride yet

my son signed up for

Limited availability of Call-N-Ride, RTD or Access-A-Ride; restrictive schedules of each
also.
No one will drive me
No rtd busses south of Bowles or west of kipling
See above
Was offered a job last summer, but couldn't get to work due to transportation issues
see above
Expand service areas for call n ride. Changing the times on the 59 by 40 minutes
disrupted the daily job schedules. Ex[and access a ride.
I don't go out as often because of the expense of Access A Ride. I don't always have
someone to take me where I need to go.
(2) No one available to drive and too far to walk or bike. Because of where I live, there
are not a lot of options - no bus and the only availability to access-a-ride is 3 miles from
my house. Also no bus availability in our area.
With a wheelchair, it is difficult To find a cab to take me, join a carpool because people
rarely have a lift for my chair, call and ride hard to schedule and frequently no shows if I
have a sch rifled pick up.
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Response
Access-A-Ride doesn't go to my area, nor do RTD buses, at least at the time I need
them. My family is burnt out on taking me places.
If the bus is late, it freaks me out so I leave cause I don't want to be late. If my mom can't
talk to me and help me calm down, I have to go home.

10. Can you almost always get there at the time you need to?

22,
22%

78,
78%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

78.1%

32

No

22.0%

9

Total

41

Comments
Adjusting the 59 was very disruptive for work.
Again, see comments above re: transportation provided by family.
Again, the family support.
Family gets me there on time.
For the most part
Not always. Runs late alot.
Not if the bus is late.
Not if we use access a ride tho!
Sometimes 1.5 hrs early to work
Sometimes AAR is running behind
Usually a family member has to drive me
Yes, for the times I need to get to work and my mom drops me somewhere in the community
where there is transportation via access-a-ride
his car service is inconsistent on timing. if mom and dad can't take him where he wants to
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Comments
go, he can walk to nearby locations...otherwise, he doesn't go.
Yes, but sometimes Access-A-Ride takes a long time. So, you get to someplace earlier than
you need and you get home later than you want.
Kids at Chatfield Senior H.S. have waited up to an hour to be picked up! Unacceptable!
Then you can only bring them to the bus stop up on Bowles by Target and you cannot bring
them where they need to go! Give me a break. It's hard enough to get a class full of kids on
the accessaride bus, and then you make them all get off and get on another bus?!
Really?!!!!! Half of their Field Trip time is WASTED spent on your lame transportation
system. You can do better than that for the disabled population!!!!!!!

11. If not, why not - would you be willing to give me an example?
Response
Call and ride is the only available option in my area.
Same as above
Changed the 59 schedule this year and it is horrible. Moved the times over 40 minutes
which doesn't always work
Scheduled trip & driver arrived very late to pick up son. Arrived to pick up at the time the
appt. was to be held. I had to drive otherwise he would've missed his critical appt. &
medical provider would've been very unhappy about no show. Critical appt. with
psychiatrist that wouldn't have been able to be rescheduled for 6-8 wks. These mishaps
just cannot happen without endangering the person's quality of care & ability to continue
receive services from providers
Access A Ride gets me places, but with a range of times. Sometimes I have to leave
before I'm ready because the activity may run a little late.
The students had to cut their work day short because the 59 times changed so
drastically and the call n ride has unavailable times.
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12. Do you need help when you travel? (If yes, please identify in comments box).

48,
48%

53,
52%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

52.5%

21

No

47.5%

19

Total

40

Comments
Am a wheelchair user and unable to be self-mobile and am unable to communicate my
needs/wants.
Can't always know what, when, why and time
Cannot travel alone due to cognition issues
For safety
He can not drive nor can he tell directions
I am not able to navigate transportation systems without help.
I do not travel by myself. I rely on family to take me or travel with me.
I don't but my students do.
I need help with planning to call Access A Ride, and sometimes I need help making the call.
Not in a wheel chair, etc. but I'm not very good with buses, times and locations.
Some of our students are in wheelchairs and non-verbal.
Some of our students can't talk or there in a wheel chair
Would need support if using bus and light rail. No support needed with Access a Ride.
due to cognitive defictis need supervision and support while in waiting room and etc
he doesn't driver and the bus stop is too far away.
Where I am supposed to get off the bus; having everything I need with me; what to do in an
emergency; where to go when I get off the bus
I need help with transfers in and out of my chair, and sometimes help lifting my chair onto
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Comments
curbs and up stairs.
Currently need door-to-door service. Not comfortable or capable of navigating the bus or
light rail system by myself.
I get afraid easy and I depend on my mom to help me. Sometimes she is busy and I can't
get help. I ask other people but sometimes they give me the wrong instructions.
Reminders and help to get ready. Has to have bathroom stops regularly when on long
trips...not waiting for client to communicate need.
Can only do routine trips to work. Otherwise someone needs to take me or accompany me
when I travel by plane or train.
My son is not able to ride independently at this time using public transportation without
support person riding along.
I do fine on routine and regular trips, but I would need some help taking a new route or is
something went wrong.

13. Do you participate in any programs that provide free or reduced-cost
transportation (if yes, pls. identify in comments box)?

33, 33%
67, 67%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

66.7%

28

No

33.3%

14

Total

42

Comments
AAR tickets are covered by reimbursement
Community Outreach, Public school
DDRC provides a RTD bus pass to my work.
Day Program transportation is not free but is now covered by SLS funds.
Day program provide transportation to and from on the two days per week that I attend.
Ddrc would but not reliable
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Comments
Easter seals
Have Access A Ride pass.
I attend Hope Farms, which provides transportation.
I have access-a-ride pass.
I ride frre since I am a aid.
Just thru her EBD at this time
Medicaid waiver program pays for most to/from day program transportation costs.
Most of our students have the access a ride card
(2) My day program provides transportation
Qualify for Access a cab
Stepping Stone , s jeffco call and ride
Stepping Stones and Encouraging Devlopment Groups both pick up and deliver Katie.
Stepping stones high point
Transitions Program in LPS- discount RTD pass
Work and DDRC
both Spectrum and Stepping Stones
his car service to his day program
most of our students have the access - a- ride pass
not that I know of.
service plan
Day program provides transportation to and from the program, I have a disability bus
pass and when I was able to use access-a-ride, I had agency coupons to cover the cost
I would love to find out about any free or reduced-cost transportation!!! Didn't know there
is any available. Please advise!!!!
Via my email request, RTD said they would send me an application, and as of yet has
not sent me an application. Unreliable as ever.
Stepping Stone Support Center picks me up and drops me off daily for their program,
with SLS funding.
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14. Does your agency provide transportation services?

37,
37%
63,
63%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

62.9%

22

No

37.1%

13

Total

35

Comments
I would like to use accessaride if I ever receive the application from RTD.
Is that the same as #11? If it is - yes. If it's not - no.
Only work
Some transportation paid for with SLS waiver through Developmental Pathways.
They provide paid private transportation
Very limited area near agency's program site.
We are a young adult program that is located on the west side of town Kipling.
Yes and no. One does, the other doesn't due to the distance from home to the day
program.
placed in a personal care boarding home that does not provide transportation

15. Have you ever used any of the
following:
Value
100
80
60
40
20
0

82

4

25

25

Percent

Count

Lakewood Rides 3.6%

1

Access-a-Ride

23

82.1%

RTD Call-n-Ride 25.0%

7

RTD Access-aCab

7

25.0%

Total
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Comments
And RTD Bus.
Couple times with classmates
Having students in wheelchairs and non-verbal makes and the age of our population we
work with.
I don't understand Call-n-Ride so I've never used it.
(2) No
No, access a ride wouldn't let me.
No. I cannot ride by myself
(2) Still had difficulty getting to a place where access-a-ride would pick me up
Used RTD while in transition program but ALWAYS had a parapro with her.
RTD Call n Ride & Access a Cab cost prohibitive to use very frequently especially if need
to travel more than 5 miles from home.

16. Do you feel like you know about most transportation options in Jeffco?

46,
46%

54,
54%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

46.3%

19

No

53.7%

22

Total

41

7. Could you use help getting more information about transportation options in
Jefferson County?

37, 37%
63, 63%

Value

Percent

Count

Yes

63.4%

26

No

36.6%

15

Total
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Comments
I her mom have just always been her driver
More notification when the buses or call n ride are not on schedule
In the last few years, it has only been reduced, not expanded. It is very
difficult/impractical to use the bus system to get around. Access a Ride is really the only
feasible/practical option.
This is the number one reason we don't ever use access a ride, etc. You never know
who your driver will be and they don't know your needs.

18. If you could change one thing about transportation in Jefferson Cty, what
would it be and why?
Response
Be able to have a ride from conifer to work on Auraria campus
Being able for acces-a-ride get me to where I need to go.
Better access to reliable, on-time transportation services that are reasonably priced.
Don't really know enough about it to comment at this time.
Expand Call-N-Ride slightly (serves our small subdivision, but not our block).
I don't know.
I live in Arapahoe County and so am not familiar with all of the options in Jefferson Cty
Individual doesn't live in Jeffco county lives in Denver county
It would be great to have more bus transportation in South Jeffco.
More reliable and safe
Narrow the window for access-a-ride pick ups
Reliability through AAR
That access a ride would provide rides so I could relax and quit bugging my mom.
The timew
We do not live in Jefferson County. We live in Arapahoe County.
we live in arapahoe county. i can say that transportation is a very big issue for us.
RTD (especially Access-A-Ride) travel out to Ken Caryl Valley, and provide transportation later
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Response
into the evening.
More reliable and caring access a ride, and the ability to call a provider same day transportation
needs (not everything can be scheduled 3 days in advance).
Adjusting times and more routes for people on the south west side of town. Especially when
you have wheelchair population.
I reside in Arapahoe County and only have one activity in Jefferson County. Therefore I haven't
used enough transportation to answer this question fairly.
more cost effective transportation that reaches our particular area. We have issues with Call-inride coming to our street.
I'd like the regular RTD buses to come closer to my house and to run regularly during the whole
day. They seem to run mostly during rush hours.
For Accessaride, you need to take the people exactly where they need to go. Physical and
cognitive disabilities are already hard enough for people,and then you make them get off, get
on, get off get on to even get to where they are going. Just have the accessaride bring the
disabled folks exactly where they need to go! Stop limiting locations for pick ups and drops offs
so much. Stop having such a huge window of pick up and drop off time and be
reliable!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! A 15 minute window is acceptable. A 30 to 75 minute window is
NOT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I would provide more options for people "not on a bus route" - that is the barrier I am facing.
Because our subdivision only has an express bus, it is not considered a "bus line" and therefore
I only have access to a bus at certain times of the day and no access to access-a-ride
I can get places in Lakewood, but I can't get to places if I am out of the RTD limits for Access A
Ride. Sometimes I use Access A Ride to one place and then try to get a ride the rest of the
way.
More Call n Ride buses are needed and they need to go more places. More RTD bus routes
would help too.
Jeffco is a large county which needs more cost effective & accessible transportation for our
disabled population. Wait times with Access a Ride are VERY long & too often unreliable. This
is especially difficult for my son who has both a mental health disorder & developmental
disabilities. It creates a great deal of anxiety which is difficult for him to manage on his own. It
becomes imperative for me to provide transportation in order for him to receive numerous
services needed & prevent potential safety crisis to him & general public.
If you arrange transportation on a regular basis it would be nice to have the same driver for
those trips.
They cancelled the bus route going up and down Coal Mine, I would have that added back, as
that was how Katie got around quite a bit.
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Appendix F
SAMPLE INFORMATIONAL
BROCHURE
Does your client need transportation primarily in
Jefferson County?
(LOGO) Seniors’ Resource Center
Agency Overview: SRC is a private, non-profit
organization that provides those 60 and older and
persons with disabilities with transportation and
mobility options that enable them to live a more selfsufficient and independent life.
Service Area:

Does your client need transportation outside
Jefferson County?

Does your client need multiple resources in addition
to transportation assistance?

Denver Regional Mobility & Access Council (DRMAC)

Developmental Disabilities Resource Center (DDRC)

Agency Overview: DRMAC is the regional
coordinating council for the Denver Metro area with a
vision of mobility and access for all.

Agency Overview: DDRC provides streamlined access
to information regarding services and programs that
allow people to remain as independent as possible
within their own communities

Serving the nine county region, we provide
information on transportation resources and
coordinate with transportation providers to better
meet the needs of the community.
Service Area:

Service Features:
• On-demand, door-through door, shared ride
transportation for individuals with limited
mobility living in Jefferson County
• Speak in-person to a transportation options
specialist to learn about SRC and additional
transit options suited to specific transit
needs
• Individual and group Travel Training to teach
people to safely use public transportation
•
Spanish-speaking helping staff available

Service Features:

Contact Information:
Telephone: 303-xxx-xxxx
M-F, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Contact information:

Web: www.srcaging.org
Mailing Address: XXX, Lakewood, CO, 80xxx

Looking for a ride? DRMAC can help!
•
•

•

Getting There Guide- Request a free
transportation resource guide
Information and Assistance center- Call to
speak with a resource specialist to find the
ride that’s right for you!
TransitOptions- Use our online tool to help
find transportation options

Service Area:

Service Features:
• Information, referral and awareness
• Options counseling, advice and assistance
• Streamlined eligibility determination for
public programs
• Person-centered transition support from a
facility to home
• User-friendly on-line databases of
local/regional services and programs
Contact Information:
Help Line: 303-xxx-xxxx
M-F 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Web: www.ddrcco.org
www. Jefferson CountyCountyHelp.org Click
Seniors and People with Disabilities

Telephone: 303-243-3113 (days and hours)
Visit: www.drmac-co.org
*Please note: DRMAC does not provide
transportation; we provide assistance to help you find
a ride
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[INSERT LOGO HERE]
Message to Users
The Local Coordinating Council (LCC) for Human
Services Transportation Serving Jefferson
County, in partnership with Seniors’ Resource
Center, the Denver Regional Mobility & Access
Council (DRMAC) and Disability Resource Center
(DDRC) is working to support your efforts in
helping consumers meet their transportation
needs. This Guide was created to help Jefferson
County Human Service agency staff who work
with older adults and people with disabilities
locate transportation information services for
their clients.

How to recommend changes for your unit

Other than SRC, the resource agencies cited in
this guide do not provide transportation services
directly

About this Guide
The Local Coordinating Council (LCC) for Human
Services Transportation Serving Jefferson County
was established in 2012. The LCC helps
transportation and social service agencies in
Jefferson County County better provide
transportation services to individuals with
mobility challenges, including seniors, low
income families, and people with disabilities.
LCC members include: • Transportation
providers • Human Service agencies • Housing
agencies • Veterans representatives • Disability
advocates and service organizations • Older
adult advocates and service organizations •
Users of the transportation system • Local
transportation planning department • Public
health department • Vocational rehabilitation
agencies • Other interested individuals and
organization

FRONT Cover /Title page
Transportation Resources: A Quick Reference
Guide for Jefferson County Human Service
Providers Who Work with Older Adults & People
with Disabilities
Date/year/ authors?

[INSERT GRAPHIC]

In partnership with the Local Coordinating
Council (LCC) for Human Services Transportation
Serving Jefferson County

For information about LCC meetings or to learn
how you can become a member, contact:
___________________________________
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